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CHAPTER 2

Misogyny and the Medusa's Gaze
Welty's Tragi,c Stories

From the very beginning of her career as a story writer, Welty tried
her hand at writing tragedy. The earliest tragic story of those included
in The Collected Stories is "Death of a Traveling Salesman" (1936), the
first of a series of stories about troubled male wanderers; the most re
cent stories in the same collection, "Where ls the Voice Coming
From?" (1963) and "The Demonstrators" (1966), depict an entire so
ciety that seems tragically to have lost its bearings. Reynolds Price has
argued that at the beginning of Welty's career she kept her tragic sto
ries strictly separate from her comic ones, whereas later she did not:
"In [Welty's] early work-till 1955-she tended to separate [tragedy
and comedy] as firmly as a Greek dramatist. There is some tentative
mingling in the larger works, Delta Wedding and the linked stories of
The Golden Apples; but by far the greater number of the early stories
divide cleanly-into rural comedy or farce, pathos or tragic lament,
romance or lyric celebration, lethal satire" ("The Onlooker Smiling"
[1986], 76). Price's point is sound in many ways: in A Curtain of Green
the techniques of "A Memory" are markedly different from "Why I
Live at the P.O.," and the genius of both Losing Battles and The Op
timist's Daughter, two later works, is their constantly shifting mixture
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of tragedy and comedy. But I believe Price's comment is also some
what overstated, false to The Golden Apples, in which Welty's mix of
comedy and tragedy is hardly "tentative," tending to draw our atten
tion away from those early stories such as "Petrified Man" or "A Worn
Path" that do attempt to intertwine tragedy and comedy or satire.
Welty's experiments with mixing tragedy and comedy begin in earnest
not in 1955, with The Bride of the lnnisfallen, as Price implies, but over
a decade earlier. It indeed appears that from the beginning it was
Welty's instinct as an artist-like Shakespeare, Chekhov, Woolf, and
other writers she admires-to mix her genres as thoroughly as possible.
The more "tragic" a story is in outline the more carnivalesque Welty's
narrative method tends to become, and, conversely, the more "comic"
and farcical a story's surface the darker and more disturbing its inner
heart. ("Keela, the Outcast Indian Maiden" and "June Recital" are
examples of the former case; "Why I Live at the P.0." and "Petrified
Man" of the latter. See also Welty's comments on tragicomedy in
Prenshaw, Conversations, 189.) Certainly this is true of Welty's best
stories, whereas stories like "The Key" or "Clytie" or "Asphodel" seem
to be more minor tales in comparison precisely because they lack such
a controlled tension between their form and their content.
Other readers, including Robert Penn Warren, Ruth Vande Kieft,
and Michael Kreyling, have stressed the continuities in Welty's work
over four decades, noting that one of the most frequent motifs in Wel
ty's stories throughout her career is the tragedy of isolation-what
Robert Penn Warren aptly called stories of "love and separateness."
Following Warren, Kreyling argues that motifs of physical and spiritual
pilgrimage as well as separateness interlace all of Welty's short-story
collections, especially The Golden Apples and The Bride of the lnnisfal
len: "passages toward fulfillment of dream, lonely souls in need of re
sponse, calls sent out in hope of connecting with other lonely hearts
(128-29). Yande Kieft notes further how often in The Bride of the
lnnisfallen this tragically unanswered call is a woman's:
Except in "Kin," where the pleading call is that of an old man remem
bering, the call is a woman's, as in "Ladies in Spring"-secret, plain
tive, unanswered. A small boy named Dewey, "playing hooky" and
gone fishing with his father Blackie, hears him called and feels intui
tively the desolation of that lonely girl's cry. Each of the heroines is
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abandoned by her potential or actual lover: even the powerful Circe,
semideity that she is, must endure the departure of the mortal Ulysses.
Yet each of the love-burdened heroines retains the virtues of openness
to life, the capacity to love, to renew hope and joy, to achieve an inner
poise, steadiness, or stillness. ( 133)

In Welty's three earlier collections of stories there seem to be an
equal number of male and female wanderer figures, unlike in The Bride
of the Innisfallen, where they are predominately women. (The same
holds true for her early longer fiction, as shown by Jamie Lockhart and
Rosamond Musgrove in The Robber Bridegroom and George Fairchild
and Laura McRaven in Delta Wedding.) There are portraits of men
who feel oppressed by their relations with women, from "The Hitch
Hikers" and "Old Mr. Marblehall" and "Flowers for Marjorie" (in A
Curtain of Green) to the stories featuring King, Ran, and Eugene
Maclain in The Golden Apples. But disappointment haunts many of
Welty's earlier heroines as well, some of whom are rescued (or rescue
themselves) and some of whom are not: Livvie from "Livvie" and
Jenny from "At the Landing" are just two examples from The Wide
Net, and The Golden Apples has a host of major and minor women
characters of this type, from Miss Eckhart, Virgie Rainey, and Cassie
Morrison to Mrs. Rainey, Mrs. Morrison, and Miss Snowdie Maclain.
Miss Eckhart's tragic story is the best known in Morgana, the fictional
Mississippi town in which all but one of the stories in The Golden
Apples is set, but the tragic story of a minor female character like Mrs.
Morrison can become equally poignant. We meet Mrs. Morrison first
at the edge of the action in "June Recital," the story focusing on Miss
Eckhart, but by the end of the collection we learn in an aside that she
has committed suicide-her reasons unknown, the story of her hopes
and her pain largely untold (449).
Most of these and other tragic stories, like those described by Kreyl
ing and Vande Kieft in The Bride of the Innisfallen, tum on abandon
ment: a character's love for another is expressed and then ignored or
misunderstood, or remains unexpressed and unknown. About the
same number of the characters who figure in these stories are male as ·
are female, suggesting, at first glance at least, that for Welty tragedy
transcends time, place, gender, and race and occurs whenever a hu
man being is unable to make life-sustaining contact w,ith another. As
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she has stressed in her interviews, her tragic characters tend not just
to lack love but to be "separate," cut adrift from identity-grounding
forces rooted in a particular place and time. Their great "affliction" is
to live without memory: "They have nothing to draw on. They don't
understand their own experience" (Prenshaw, Conversations 335-36).
A closer look at Welty's stories, however, reveals very interesting
differences along gender lines among Welty's tragic protagonists. All
of Welty's tragic characters, whether male or female, tend to be dis
placed wanderers restlessly looking for connection with others that
will satisfy their craving for respect and love. Her male characters
either tend to be looking for a lost maternal bond they cannot recover
(as in her first published story, "Death of a Traveling Salesman") or,
more frequently, they flee from one maternal bond to another, seeking
to satisfy both their craving for unquestioned affection and their desire
for "masculine" independence (as in "Flowers for Marjorie" and "The
Whole World Knows"). Some of Welty's best stories of tragically iso
lated male characters feature wanderers whose responses to women
range from distrust to outright misogyny, whereas the tragic heroines
in her short fiction tend to be confined within a domestic sphere of
some sort and are unable to wander, blocked not only by social restric
tions but also by what this chapter will call the "Medusa's gaze," their
view of themselves as monstrous. The forms of violence at the heart
of these tragic stories also differ. The most frequent motif in Welty's
tragic stories with a male protagonist is that of a husband stabbing or
shooting a wife near the breasts (or imagining doing so): this is the
act of violence buried at the center of "Flowers for Marjorie," "The
Purple Hat," "The Whole World Knows," and "The Demonstrators."
Other stories that focus on martial discord, from the early "Acrobats
in the Park" to the later "Music from Spain" and "No Place for You,
My Love," feature less violent mistreatment of women, but they are
not really less disturbing for that. (The female protagonist in "No
Place for You," for example, has a bruise on her face-possibly from
her lover-and is mistreated by the story's other main character, a
businessman, in a way that psychically bruises her a second time.) If
the men in Welty's tragic stories often direct their violence towards
others, however, Welty's female tragic figures tend to direct their vio
lence against themselves: "Clytie" is the paradigmatic case in A Cur-
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tain of Green, and in The Golden Apples Maideen Sumrall and Mrs.
Morrison are suicides, and Miss Eckhart attempts suicide. No male
character in any of Welty's stories commits suicide, though one, Ran
Maclain, attempts to shoot himself, and another, Ran's father, leaves
clues to make it seem that he has drowned. If this pattern of gender
difference within tragedies of love and separateness is indeed in Wel
ty's stories, several questions immediately arise. Why is this difference
present, and what does it mean? What can these stories tell us about
the causes of these differences? Is it simply fate or nature or chance,
or is it social history?
Welty criticism has just begun to face such questions, much less
answer them, but a discussion of them will be central as Welty's work
is read and discussed in the next decades. (Indeed, in the 1980s such
topics have emerged as central to the fields of literary history and
theory in general.) In the interest of contributing to such a debate,
the rest of this chapter and the next chapter on comedy will focus on
those Welty stories that raise most provocatively the issues of gender
difference in tragedy and comedy. Hence this chapter will not be an
overview of all tragic motifs in Welty's stories-Welty's treatment of
the tragic theme of love and separateness has already been well dis
cussed by Warren, Vande Kieft, Kreyling, and others. Instead, the
chapter will concentrate first on several of Welty's stories that specifi
cally link tragedy to a man's fear of women, particularly "Flowers for
Marjorie," "The Whole World Knows," and ''Music from Spain," and
then will conclude with close readings of "Petrified Man" and "June
Recital," two stories in which Welty reinterprets the story of Perseus
and the Medusa to investigate why women inflict violence on them
selves. Concentrating on issues linking misogyny, the Medusa's gaze,
and tragedy in Welty's fiction does not refute the insights of earlier
definitions of Welty's tragic mode, but it adds what may be a signifi
cant and provocative new angle to discussion of this topic. Such a
focus also demonstrates that much is to be gained by bringing together
Welty's stories and contemporary developments in feminist criticism.
�
Of all the stories in A Curtain of Green, "Flowers for Marjorie" is the
one in which we are made most conscious of the presence of male
fears of women. The story is set in New York City during the depres-
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sion, and Welty's original draft indicates that the opening scene oc
curs in "the park at Union Square." 1 From the very beginning of the
story, Welty contrasts the husband Howard's character with his wife
Marjorie's. His sense of time, for instance, is artificial, while hers is
associated with her body's biorhythms. "'Oh, Howard, can't you keep
track of the time?' " she says when he asks her for the umpteenth time
when their baby will be born. "'Those things always happen when
they're supposed to. Nothing can stop me from having the baby, that's
sure ...even if you don't want it' " (100). When Howard sits next
to her he smells clover, reminding him that it is springtime, and he
also associates her with the "large curves of a mountain on the horizon
of a desert" (99)-as if for him she is Nature herself. Howard's sense
of time, in contrast, is derived solely from man-made things, and he
both yearns for and is threatened by his wife's difference from him.
"The ticks of the cheap alarm clock grew louder and louder as he
buried his face against her, feeling new desperation every moment in
the time-marked softness and the pulse of her sheltering body" (1oo).
Here Howard both seeks shelter and rebels against that shelter, listen
ing to the clock's ticks even as he also feels her body's pulse. His
obsession with the clock is symptomatic of how his entire sense of time
and identity is dependent upon man-made things-upon clocks and
work-week calendars. Time for him means living in history, in New
York City during the depression. Each tick of the clock represents
another second in which he remains unemployed, unable to fulfill his
designated role of breadwinner for his family.He tries to show Mar
jorie that his sense of time is the correct and "responsible" one,
not hers:
"Just because you're going to have a baby ... doesn't mean every
thing else is going to happen and change! ... That doesn't mean I will
find work! It doesn't mean we aren't starving to death .... " In some
gesture of his despair he had brought his little leather purse from his
pocket, and was swinging it violently back and forth. "You might not
know it, but you're the only thing left in the world that hasn't
stopped!"
The purse, like a little pendulum, slowed down in his hand. He
stared at her intently, and then his working mouth drooped, and he
stood there holding the purse as still as possible in his palms. ( 1 o 1)
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The pendulum that governs Howard's world is an empty purse, as if
money and a job are necessary to give time meaning. His purse's flac
cid �mptiness contrasts provocatively with Marjorie's swelling womb:
the more he stares at her, the more threatened he is. A few paragraphs
later, he suddenly stabs her just above the womb, killing her instantly.
Afterwards, he coldly views her body as a pendulum that he has
stopped: "it was a perfect balance, Howard thought, starting at her
arm. That was why Marjorie's arm did not fall" ( 102). He then flees
to the crowds in the street seeking to lose himself, and we discover
that this sense of time is not merely clock time but commercial time-a
world of instant gratification and miraculous rather than natural
growth. Welty's catalogue of the things that catch Howard's eye in the
store window displays is not merely a wry parody of advertising but an
analysis of how advertising shapes our thinking. Welty is particularly
qualified to give such an analysis of commercial culture because she
studied advertising in New York City at the Columbia School of Busi
ness in the late 1920s and early 1930s and wrote and sold advertise
ments on the side (Vande Kieft 5). In a 1942 interview she stressed
that "I quit advertising because it was too much like sticking pins
into people to make them buy things that they didn't need or really
much want" (Van Gelder 5). Welty's analogy between voodoo and
advertising's psychology of suggestion is demonstrated in "Flowers
for Marjorie": advertising stereotypes condition Howard without his
knowledge.
Howard's self-indulgent despair at not being able to get a job is
linked to a belief that money will miraculously give him whatever he
needs, even the perfect marriage. "He reached a crowd of people who
were watching a machine behind a window; it made doughnuts very
slowly. He went to the next door, where he saw another window full
of colored prints of the Virgin Mary and nearly all kinds of birds and
animals, and down below these a shelf of little gray pasteboard boxes
in which were miniature toilets and night jars to be used in playing
jokes, and in the middle box a bulb attached to a long tube, with a
penciled sign, 'Palpitator-the Imitation Heart. Show her you Love
her' " (102).
In these and other window displays and advertisements, commercial
products are treated as sacred objects capable of creating endless riches
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or instantaneous, permanent love. Later, however, Welty's descrip
tion of Howard's winning the jackpot at a slot machine becomes a
scatalogical parody of a woman's giving birth, in tune with the toilet
humor of the window display: "The many nickels that poured spurting
and clanging out of the hole sickened him; they fell all over his legs,
and he backed up against the dusty red curtain" (103). After killing
Marjorie, therefore, Howard tries to replace her with an alternative
source of happiness, one that will instantaneously and repeatedly
gratify his desires and free him from poverty-as Marjorie would not.
Marjorie means work, self-sacrifice; the city's commercial culture for
Howard signifies play and unlimited self-indulgence. Only Howard's
fright when the money comes cascading down betrays his hidden guilt
for wanting to trade a woman for a money machine.
Later in the story Howard's wish for instant wealth is granted, when
merely by coincidence he happens to be the ten millionth person to
enter Radio City Music Hall. He is given roses and "the key to the
city" by "a large woman with feathery furs and a small brown wire
over one tooth" (104-5). This strange woman, half mother and half
machine, represents the culmination of Howard's demands for instant
gratification. Radio City Music Hall is a kind of gargantuan slot ma
chine, and she its personification. Through her, Welty shows that
Howard's demands are identical to an infant's demands that his
mother instantly satisfy his every desire. After killing the woman who
has asked that he act like an adult, Howard has regressed with the
help of commercial culture to fantasizing about automatons that eter
nally gratify his every demand. Yet such a fantasy also makes him feel
guilty, as he did in front of the slot machine, and when the Radio City
woman comes close to him to give him his prize, he suddenly is terri
fied and flees; she seems a mechanized monster with a wire over her
tooth advancing to consume him. His contradictory fantasies betray
his contradictory feelings toward women: he asks that they shelter
him, yet he also recoils from them as if their sheltering will destroy
his manhood.
Welty's several references to flowers in the story highlight Howard's
conflict between commercialized and more humane visions of mater
nity. When Howard first returns to the apartment after a day of sitting
on benches when he was supposed to be looking for a job, he notices
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that a walk that Marjorie took that day was much more fruitful: "there
lay Marjorie's coat with a flower stuck in the buttonhole. . . . She
had only found it, Howard thought, but he winced inwardly, as
though she had displayed some power of the spirit" (99). That
"power" is the force of Marjorie's self-reliance, her faith in natural
rather than commercial time. As he stares at the flower, he suddenly
hallucinates not just the vision of desert mountains quoted earlier, but
a profoundly threatening vision of the female body-especially its
genitalia-as a devouring landscape. The pansy began in "Howard's
anxious sight to lose its identity of flower-size and assume the gradual
and large curves of a mountain on the horizon of a desert, the veins
becoming crevasses, the delicate edges the giant worn lips of a sleeping
crater. His heart jumped to his mouth" (99). All of Howard's fears of
the rightful demands that Marjorie will make upon him as a husband
and father are expressed in this vision, as is his guilt for being afraid.
His assault upon her with a kitchen knife tries to put a stop to this
bewildering power, this "excess of life."
The other flowers that figure prominently in the story are the flow
ers of the title. They refer to the roses Howard receives from the Radio
City lady and then unconsciously takes homeward when he flees. Un
like Marjorie's buttonhole flower, these flowers are figures for Howard's
infantile demands and fantasies of power. Welty's title, moreover,
ironically stresses the link between male desires to treat women as
objects of male chivalry and as objects to be controlled. "Flowers for
Marjorie" alludes to a conventional act of chivalry, the very sort of
act that might appear in the ads that Howard sees using images of
happy couples to sell their products, but the story's narrative displaces
that chivalrous image with another, an emblem of Howard's secret fear
of women and its result.
By juxtaposing Howard's impulsive act of murder with his flight into
a commercial fantasy-land, Welty is able to demonstrate far more
complex causes for Marjorie's murder than may first be apparent. The
story gives us several superficial motives, from Howard's sense of
shame from unemployment to the hallucinations that he experiences
because of a lack of food. But Howard's hallucinations are hardly pri
vate; they merge with and are corroborated by the collective fantasies
promoted by advertising. It is Howard's vision of success, not his fear
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of failure, that is at fault, and Marjorie is ultimately the victim not of
her husband's knife but of his infantile ideal of male-gratifying women
and of the mass culture that sustains that ideal.
"Flowers for Marjorie" contrasts strikingly with other portraits of
married couples in A Curtain of Green, "The Key" and "The Whistle,"
that portray an older husband whose love for his wife is undiminished
by poverty. "Flowers for Marjorie" contrasts as well with Welty's first
published story, "Death of a Traveling Salesman," whose protagonist
longs for a homelife rather than being threatened by it. The issues
"Flowers for Marjorie" explores align it with two other stories in A
Curtain of Green, "The Hitch-Hikers" and "Petrified Man." "Flowers
for Marjorie" does not explore the reasons that women are so threat
ening to men like Howard, beyond suggesting that their "excess of
life" (which the story codifies as being associated with "nature") re
fuses to be confined within the forced stereotypes of men. Tom Harris
in "The Hitch-Hikers," similarly, is threatened by women-he "re
membered the girl dropping money into her heart-shaped pocket, and
remembered a disturbing possessiveness, which meant nothing, Ruth
leaning on her hands. He knew he would not be held by any of it"
(?2)-but the causes for his problems are not really explored by the
story, except insofar as it links them to other more obvious forms of
cruelty, such as the tramp's murder of his companion. "Petrified Man,"
however, does explore the link between sexual fears and violence to
ward women. It is a complex and justly famous critique of the power
of advertising and modem American commercial culture, and will be
discussed later in this chapter. For now it makes sense to tum to two
later stories that seem to be direct descendants of "Flowers for Mar
jorie"-"The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain" in The
Golden Apples.
�

The Golden Apples includes a total of seven stories, all but one set in
the imaginary town of Morgana, Mississippi, near the Big Black River
about nineteen miles from Vicksburg (387). They are arranged in
chronological order and cover a time span of approximately forty-five
years, from 1900 to the late 1940s. (In typescript, Welty dated the
final story in the collection, which she wrote in 1949, as taking place
in "present time.") 2 The stories share many of the same characters
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and tum on dramatic confrontations between heroic, iconoclastic
wanderer figures and more conventional characters who represent
Morgana's social mores. As Welty has said, "What had drawn the
characters together there was one strong strand in them all: they lived
in one way or another in a dream or in romantic aspiration, or under
an illusion of what their lives were coming to" ( One Writer's Begin
nings 99).
The first tal�, "Shower of Gold," introduces King Maclain, a Zeus
like figure who impregnates his wife with twins and then leaves Mis
sissippi to wander west, coming home to visit Morgana only for brief
periods until the very end of his life, when he returns to stay. Each of
the succeeding stories turns on a comic or tragic encounter between
that story's wanderer figure(s) and Morgana's more proper characters;
"June Recital" is the tragic story of how the town's unconventional
music teacher, Miss Eckhart, is driven mad. "Sir Rabbit" tells of
King's sexual intercourse with a local woman he finds on a hunting
expedition with her new husband in the Morgana woods just outside
of town. "Moon Lake" presents the comic adventures of two younger
wanderer figures at summer camp: an orp han girl named Easter and
Loch Morrison, the camp's Boy Scout and life-guard. It appears to be
the only story in The Golden Apples in which King does not directly
figure, but there is evidence to suggest that both Easter and Loch may
be children of King's, among the numerous progeny of his that live in
the County Orp hans' Home and elsewhere throughout Maclain
county, "known and unknown, scattered-like" (264). If they are not
actually fathered by him, they are certainly spiritually kin to him in
many ways. "The Whole World Knows" (set in Morgana) and "Music
in Spain" (set in San Francisco) are filled with allusions to King
MacLain's wandering and Miss Eckhart's madness; they chronicle the
failed marriages of King MacLain's two sons, Ran and Eugene, now in
their forties. "The Wanderers" concludes The Golden Apples with an
account of the death and funeral of the narrator of "Shower of Gold,"
Mrs. Katie Rainey, told from the point of view of her daughter, Virgie,
the story's heroine and Miss Eckhart's star music student.
Kihg MacLain's symbolic and possibly biological ties to the book's
wanderer figures are stressed both through the imagery with which
Welty describes them and through a series of coincidences in the sto-
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ries' plots that allow their paths to cross with his. In "June Recital,"
for example, King shows up during the climactic scene in which Miss
Eckhart is led away from the house that she has tried to burn down.
He is present in part of "Sir Rabbit," addressed directly in his son
Ran's interior monologue ("The Whole World Knows"), and attends
the funeral in "The Wanderers," where Virgie Rainey feels a special
kinship with his disdain for the staid funeral ceremony and the hypoc
risy of some of the mourners. All of the book's most attractive heroes
and heroines have unruly hair and an ungovernable restlessness and
wildness in their souls. Easter's hair is a "withstanding gold" (346),
recalling the gold light associated with King in "Shower of Gold";
Virgie's hair is dark and often uncombed, and she once literally butted
her head against a wall, something that, figuratively speaking, King
did all his life (291, 452); Miss Eckhart's hair catches fire. Another
detail of note is that Loch Morrison's mother inquires mournfully after
King in "June Recital," implying that Loch's father may be King, not
Wilbur Morrison (326-27). 3
l"he dominant school of criticism in Welty scholarship in the 1960s
and 1970s has been archetypal or myth criticism. The majority of
commentators who have discussed King's role in The Golden Apples
have generally presented him as the heroic embodiment of "mythical"
as opposed to narrowly "historical" thinking. King and the book's
other wanderers are associated with natural cycles, sexuality, disguise
and metamorphosis, wandering, and occasionally madness, whereas
the representatives of proper Morgana society-usually women-are
linked with social restrictions, possessiveness, a repression of sexu
ality, and a provincial belief that Morgana is the center of the uni
verse. Occasionally a character such as Miss Eckhart will embody both
mythical and historical points of view-she represents both rebellion
and restriction, music's freedom and metronomic regularity. More fre
quently the stories in The Golden Apples are said to chronicle what
appears to be a confrontation between independence and convention
ality, a King and a Mrs. Rainey, an Easter and a Jinny Love Stark.
Such conflicts are dramatized by Welty's many allusions to similar con
flicts in mythology, so that the heroic wanderer figures are compared
to Zeus ("Shower of Gold"), Hercules ("The Whole World Knows"),
or Perseus ("Music From Spain").
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Whatever the undeniable virtues of the many archetypal readings
of Welty's stories that have been published-and they have produced
richly nuanced readings of the stories-many of them share certain
troubling biases. The first is that any "mythic" vision described in The
Gal.den Apples must necessarily be superior to the so-called "historical"
and regional points of view represented by other citizens in Mor
gana-superior because it does not seek to stop time, own possessions,
or maintain social status. Even when characters as seriously troubled
as Ran and Eugene Maclain abuse their wives, critics tend to describe
their neuroses in terms of their "mythic" vision and to assume that all
such visions must necessarily be restorative, at least in the long run.
Such an assumption means that not enough allowance can be made
for irony in The Gal.den Apples: when mythic imagery appears, it is
often made to be on the side of supposedly "natural" freedom versus
social restrictiveness and emotional immaturity.
A second unstated bias of some myth criticism on The Gal.den
Apples is, frankly, sexist. For such criticism invariably pits the "male"
virtues of King and his followers (including "unfeminine" women such
as Miss Eckhart, Easter, and Virgie) against the "female" representa
tives of Morgana conventionality-Mrs. Rainey and King's wife,
Snowdie Maclain, in "Shower of Gold"; Ran's and Eugene's rather
shallow wives in "The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain";
and Mrs. Stark and the other Morgana matriarchs in "The Wander
ers," for example. This bias is particularly notable in the many read
ings of "The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain," which
fall into the trap of blaming the victims-Ran and Eugene's wives
for their husbands' behavior, and then excusing the husbands' actions
by making reference to all kinds of mythological or existentialist im
peratives. Such criticism of course hardly denies that men may act
conventionally or women rebelliously, and its depiction of the limi
tations of women such as Jinny Love Stark or Perdita Mayo or even
Miss Snowdie Maclain has often been well argued, but like King
Maclain himself it tends to assume that male energies are predomi
nately creative and individualistic, female energies possessive and
conventional. Miss Eckhart, Virgie Rainey, and Easter are marked as
the exceptions among the women of Morgana.
In recent criticism on The Gal.den Apples-especially pieces written
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by women-these emphases are gradually being revised. There is a
much stronger stress on King as a mock epic figure who is frequently
satirized, and a discussion of the disparity between how men and
women are treated in Morgana story-telling and the social divisions
those disparities represent. Carol Manning's comments on this latter
point are exemplary:
The society's values preclude ...females from being the objects of
its hero-worship.Though individual females are subjects of single, scat
tered tales, none of these inspires a general mythology, as do Don
Mcinnis, Denis Fairchild, George Fairchild, King Maclain, Daniel
Ponder, Sam Dale Beecham, and Jack Renfro.On the contrary, females
who become frequent subjects of tales are likely to be presented by the
narrators as villains or unpopular strangers: Miss Sabina ("Asphodel"),
Miss Eckhart (GA), Miss Julia Mortimer (LB)....
The basis for the absence of mythicized females is traceable to the
double standard, which is an accepted fact of life in the South of Wel
ty's fiction. As their heroes the people select individuals whom they
interpret as sensuous nonconformists or as strong, capable protectors of
the family, and these roles, in the conventional society, are generally
reserved for men. (192)
A particular strength of recent criticism is that it makes such new
points without going to the other extreme and overly heroizing the
women of Morgana or treating them as martyrs to patriarchy. Ruth
Vande Kieft, to pick just one example, is as incisive in discussing the
limitations of women such as Jinny Love Stark or Perdita Mayo as she
is in discussing how King is satirized in "Sir Rabbit" ( 104-5, 91-92).
Building on this recent work, in the next two chapters I will argue
that conventionalism in Morgana and Welty's other imaginary towns
is represented as thoroughly by male figures as by female ones, and
that it is often disguised as mythological experience. Far from being
exempt from historical prejudices, for example, the tales of King's
Zeus-like "heroism" in "Shower of Gold" and elsewhere embody his
society's most ingrained stereotypes about proper male and female be
havior. Conversely, when truly heroic wanderer figures appear in the
book, they tend to be female, not male, and they become heroic not
because they simply appropriate male definitions of heroism but be
cause they radically revise our ideas of what heroism may involve. To
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make such an argument is not to denigrate King Maclain as a heroic
figure: he is as fascinating to me as he has been to Welty's other
readers, and to citizens of Morgana like Katie Rainey. But such a read
ing does enjoin us to question what our standards for "heroism" are
and asks whether other characters such as Miss Eckhart or Virgie Rai
ney do not in the long run have a better and different claim to heroism
than King does.
As Thomas McHaney has shown, Perseus emerges as the most im
portant quester figure in The Golden Apples; he was fathered when
Zeus appeared to Danae in a "shower of gold." But the true Perseus
figures in The Golden Apples are not the logical choices, the twins Ran
and Eugene whom King fathered in "Shower of Gold"; rather, King's
twin sons are tragic distortions of the Perseus figure, men whose nar
cissism and misogyny are disguised as a heroically "Persean" attack on
what they take to be monstrous, Medusa-like women. Better candi
dates for Perseus in The Golden Apples are Miss Eckhart, Virgie Rai
ney, and Loch Morrison. Miss Eckhart may be thought of as a Perseus
figure who fails to slay Medusa: Morgana's image of her as an eccentric
monster takes over her imagination and drives her mad. Virgie, on
the other hand, is a successful Perseus who during the course of "The
Wanderers" learns the meaning of both Perseus' heroism and Medusa's
rage. By making the majority of her Perseus figures women, Welty thus
revises how we read the myths that she alludes to-revises them in
ways that are more complicated, I think, than acknowledged by the
mythological readings that The Golden Apples has so far received. 4
�
The Golden Apples contains three stories about male violence towards
women: "Sir Rabbit," "The Whole World Knows," and "Music from
Spain." In "Music from Spain," the main character, Eugene Maclain,
slaps his wife's face at the breakfast table on the day after she has
stopped wearing mourning for a dead child of theirs. He then rushes
from the house and begins a day's wandering through the streets of
San Francisco, in imitation of his father. In "The Whole World
Knows," the parallel is not as easy to see, for the story begins in mid
wandering, so to speak, after the act that initiated the wandering has
taken place. This act is Ran MacLain's leaving his wife, Jinny, whom
he accuses of adultery, to move into a one-room apartment in what
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used to be his family's house, now owned by others and filled with
renters. Like Howard in "Flowers for Marjorie," Ran and Eugene sub
stitute fantasies of an ideal woman for their memories of their actual
wives, only to have their acts of wish-fulfillment collapse as the re
pressed fear and guilt for what they have done to their wives resurfaces
during the stories' climactic scenes. That is, just as Howard's commer
cialized success fantasies turned into a vision of an avenging female
automaton, the Radio City lady, so do Ran and Eugene try to substi
tute idealized women for real ones, only to have their fantasies become
nightmarish.
A structural comparison of "Flowers for Marjorie," "The Whole
World Knows," and "Music from Spain" indicates that as Welty
evolved her understanding of the tragedy of male misogyny during the
1940s she moved away from concentrating on the larger social causes
of her protagonists' difficulties (depression unemployment and the
marketing of masculine and feminine stereotypes by advertising and
mass media, as shown in "Flowers for Marjorie"), to explore in greater
detail how children's concepts of gender roles are shaped by their par
ents. Both "The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain" con
tain much family history, something that was largely excluded from
"Flowers," and together these two stories represent Welty's fullest de
piction of how the sex roles that parents play are influenced by some
times dangerous cultural stereotypes for proper masculine and femi
nine behavior.
Another way to make this point is to say that Welty in these three
stories moves from depicting gender stereotypes in mass culture to a
careful analysis of the process by which children inculcate those ste
reotypes. The fact that Ran and Eugene are twins makes the evidence
for their psychological problems even more intriguing. For although
as adults they are now living apart from each other, one in a small
town in Mississippi and the other in the most cosmopolitan city in
California, they experience many of the same neuroses, implying that
the deepest causes of their problems indeed lie in their childhood.
Published in 1947, Welty's portraits of Ran's and Eugene's problems
also confirm and in some cases anticipate the insights of some recent
psychoanalysts and sociologists, especially Melanie Klein, Karen Hor
ney, D. W. Winnicott, and Nancy Chodorow, in their revisions of
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Freud's ground-breaking speculations on the Oedipus complex, infan
tilism, narcissism, and male fears of women. 5 Although these analysts
have tended to focus on the so-called "nuclear" family where the fa
ther works away from home and the mother becomes the dominant
nurturer, their results appear to be very relevant to cases like that of
Welty's Maclains, where the father quit his regular job (as a traveling
salesman) and was absent for even more extended periods of time, so
that his children hardly ever met him, only heard stories about his
sexual exploits and endless travels.
Ran's and Eugene's relations with women are dominated by infan
tilism. On the one hand, they have an uncontrollable nostalgia for
what Welty portrays as a pre-Oedipal state in which their mother's
breast and the absolute security and oral satisfaction it could give them
seemed eternally present. Such a fantasy is ultimately a fantasy of re
turning to the womb, but without any recognition that it is another's
interior space one desires to return to; rather, through the fantasy the
mother becomes a projection of the child's own needs, entirely sub
servient to gratifying them-an extension of the child itself, not a
separate entity. In this state, the baby experiences itself as the entire
universe; no concept of the mother or any other persona as an
"Other," a separate human being, is imaginable. Ran and Eugene
make such demands of all the women in their lives (especially their
wives), treating them as potential substitutes for an eternally satisfying
mother figure whom they have lost. Outside of the womb such an
infantile world is unsustainable, of course, either when it is first lived
by the infant, who finds that the breast is not always present, or later
when it is reexperienced through regressive fantasy, as Ran and Eu
gene try to do. When the fantasy fails, two things happen. First, Ran
and Eugene try to destroy the women. Welty portrays these fantasies
using remarkable language that makes their destructive, hallucinatory
violence quite vivid and frightening. Second, Ran and Eugene then
guiltily imagine the women turning on them and treating them as
something to feed upon and destroy. These nightmarish fantasies, as
Welty depicts them, are marked by sexual imagery and sexual phobias,
suggesting that the obverse of an infantile fantasy of women as an
eternal breast is of women as a sexual vampire, smothering the male
and draining him of vital fluids rather than providing him with them.
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Complicating Ran's and Eugene's relation to their mother is their
relation to their father. Masculinity, especially for Ran, becomes iden
tified with physical aggression, fast and frequent travel, sexual com
petition with his father, and, above all, a fear of being allied with
anything that he thinks is domestic and feminine. For Ran and Eu
gene, such an inheritance is traumatic, mixing fears that women will
destroy their independence with uncontrollable nostalgia for a pre
Oedipal state in which their mother's breast is inseparable from them.
Everything the boys have learned from their father about defining
masculinity tells them that their need for their mother is an unmanly
desire for a return to childhood. Yet even if they try to compete with
their father on his own terms, his legendary stature makes him seem
superior to them. The stories about him report his experiencing no
nostalgia for the womb, as they guiltily do, and his sexual conquests
and wandering far outdo whatever the boys try to accomplish. Both
"The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain" reveal that un
derneath Ran's and Eugene's idealization of their father is a volatile
mixture of repressed emotions toward him-guilt for not measuring
up to his standards of masculinity and deep anger toward him for aban
doning them and making their relations with women so troubled.
Together, the stories give us a twinned portrait of a boy's Oedipus
complex and its causes. By stressing the trauma that King Maclain's
absence causes his sons, moreover, Welty is not implying that the
mere presence of the father in the Maclain household would have
prevented Ran's and Eugene's problems. Rather, her stories suggest
that it is King's compulsion to enact stereotypes of "male" behavior
that destroys any possibility for fluid and nonsexist role-playing for
both the parents and their children. The mother becomes condemned
simply to play the role of servile nurturer, while the father becomes a
facile and illusory "heroic" example of male aggressiveness and free
dom. The devastating effects of such sexual stereotyping on the
Maclain boys are thus the true subject of "The Whole World Knows"
and "Music from Spain." 6
"The Whole World Knows" is narrated in the first person by Ran
Maclain. He is a clerk in the Morgana bank and recently married one
of the most eligible girls in town, Jinny Love Stark, who is more than
ten years younger than he is. They have just separated because of
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Ran's mistreatment of her and the fact that, in retaliation, Jinny has
had an affair with Woody Spights, an employee of the same bank in
which Ran works. Ran can express his anger against Jinny Love only
indirectly and ineffectually. He leaves her and moves into a room in
his family's former home in Morgana, now owned by a woman who
has divided it up into apartments for i:ent. (Ran's mother has moved
back to her family's home in MacLain's Courthouse, seven miles out
side of town, and implores Ran to move in with her.) He also fanta
sizes taking revenge against Jinny Love and Woody Spights. Inspired
by the chance comment during a game of croquet that he is "dead on
Woody" (i.e., on Woody's croquet ball), Ran suddenly hallucinates
beating his wife's lover with his mallet (382). Even more disturbingly,
in response to Jinny's mother's and a servant's criticism of him during
a visit ("Of course I see what Jinny's doing, the fool, but you ailed
first. You got her answer to it, Ran," her mother says [385)), Ran
imagines shooting his wife. This crucial episode in the story is worth
quoting, for it gives us an exemplary instance of how Ran's solipsistic
fantasizing both soothes and accentuates his pain, and it will demon
strate how the stories in The Gal.den Apples of husbands' violence to
ward their wives are more sophisticated in their portrayal of its causes
than "Flowers for Marjorie." Upon first reading, the following passage
is difficult to decipher, for Ran's point of view has trouble distinguish
ing between his own hallucinations and what actually happens:
Jinny looked at me and didn't mind. I minded. I fired point-blank at
Jinny-more than once. It was close range-there was barely room
between us suddenly for the pistol to come up. And she only stood
frowning at the needle I had forgotten the reason for. Her hand never
deviated, never shook from the noise. The dim clock on the mantel
was striking-the pistol hadn't drowned that out. I was watching Jinny
and I saw her pouting childish breasts, excuses for breasts, sprung full
of bright holes where my bullets had gone. But Jinny didn't feel it. She
threaded her needle. She made her little face of success. Her thread
always went straight in the eye.
"Will you hold still."
She far from acknowledged pain-anything but sorrow and pain.
When I couldn't give her something she wanted she would hum a little
tune. In our room, her voice would go low and soft to complete dispar-
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agement. Then I loved her a lot. The little cheat. I waited on, while
she darted the needle and pulled at my sleeve, the sleeve to my helpless
hand. It was like counting breaths. I let out my fury and breathed the
pure disappointment in: that she was not dead on earth. She bit the
thread-magnificently. When she took her mouth away I nearly fell.
The cheat. (385)
Ran cannot admit that he has not fired the gun, and he cannot face
the reasons for wanting to shoot his wife, so he transforms his own
failure into the failure of others. In his eyes Jinny refuses to acknowl
edge that she has been mortally shot or that she is in the wrong; she
merely keeps on sewing. Ran's fantasy then turns dark with resent
ment and self-pity and guilt. Not only is Jinny's "aim" better than his,
but "(h]er thread always went straight in the eye." The sorrow and
pain that Ran claims she refuses to acknowledge is of course his sorrow
and pain, not hers; he wants his acknowledged by her, even as he
refuses to admit that he bears much of the responsibility for their mari
tal problems.
Ran's fantasy also demonstrates how he unconsciously wants a
woman who will unquestioningly be a mother to his every need, not
an equal partner in marriage. Welty emphasizes how infantile Ran's
demands are by having him stare at his wife's breasts-"excuses for
breasts," he calls them-as he imagines shooting her. He is like a
child who is enraged at his mother for not feeding him and imagines
destroying her. As his fantasy-tantrum proceeds, it becomes more and
more infantile and oral: "I waited on.... It was like counting my
breaths. I let out my fury and breathed the pure disappointment in:
that she was not dead on earth. She bit the thread-magnificently.
When she took her mouth away I nearly fell.The cheat" (385). This
passage ought to be read as freely as if it were a dream, allowing mul
tiple meanings for each action and treating seemingly external events
as projections of the fantasies of the dreamer. Jinny's sewing, for Ran,
is in part a "magnificent" and threatening assertion of her own inde
pendence from him, breaking the thread with her teeth seems to his
diseased imagination to be the equivalent of severing a life-giving
(perhaps umbilical) tie: thus his melodramatic phrase, "I almost fell."
(The irony here is increased by the fact that Jinny is sewing a button
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back on Ran's shirt; even as he has asserted his "right"to ask wifely
favors of her he knows that such ploys will not work; her obliging him
hardly is an agreement to live with him again.) Yet Jinny's biting the
thread may perhaps also be read as a disguised version of what Ran in
his infantile rage wants to do to her-to bite and tear her for "cheat
ing"and taking her breast away.His imagined shooting of her in the
chest performs the same function: "I saw her pouting, childish breasts,
excuses for breasts, sprung full of bright holes where my bullets had
gone" (385).The result of this infantilism, apparently, is that Ran is
now impotent with Jinny: "When I couldn't give her something she
wanted she would hum a little tune.In our room, her voice would go
low and soft to complete disparagement" (385).7 Ran also treats the
pistol he imagines having as if it were a penis ("there was barely room
between us suddenly for the pistol to come up"), so his sexual potency
is linked to violence.
The very first paragraph of "The Whole World Knows,"when re
read in light of its later action, can be shown to link Ran's rage at his
wife with his disturbed feelings towards his mother and father. "Fa
ther, I wish I could talk to you, wherever you are right now.Mother
said, Where have you been, son?-Nowhere, Mother.-I wish you
wouldn't sound so unhappy, son. You could come back to Maclain and live
with me now. -I can't do that, Mother.You know I have to stay in
Morgana... .I can tell you're all peaked. And you keep things from me,
I don't understand. You're as bad as Eugene Hudson. Now I have two sons
keeping things from me" (375).His mother's voice keeps invading Ran's
monologue to his father because despite himself Ran longs for the
security his mother once gave him and then immediately feels
ashamed for desiring her presence so strongly. She offers to let him
move back in with her, yet to Ran she also seems to him to be intent
on entirely dominating his identity: he specifically remembers that she
calls his brother Eugene Hudson rather than Eugene Maclain, taking
revenge against her irresponsible husband and his family name by call
ing her son by his middle name, her family's name.
Ran, however, elects to retreat to the house in Morgana that his
mother and father once shared, not the Hudson home in MacLain's
Courthouse. Still stored in the room that Ran rents are some of his
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mother's possessions that she angrily left behind when she moved back
to Maclain-a trunk with some of her quilts and her wedding dress
(381). The Maclain house in Morgana thus appears to be a kind of
half-way house for Ran, allowing a strategic withdrawal that may give
him all the security of retreating into his mother's presence while still
allowing himself the illusion of manly independence and respect for
his father's memory. But such a solution fails, as the scenes with Ran
and Jinny prove. Ran tries to assert his masculine independence, but
he senses that his demands on women remain thoroughly infantile.
Some of the most moving moments in the story come when Ran punc
tuates his monologue with pleas to his father to let him be able to
move back in with Jinny and live a normal life: "Father, I wished I
could go back" (378); "Father! You didn't listen" (379).
Both Ran and Eugene also attempt to substitute acquaintances they
meet for their threatening wives. In Ran's case, this is Maideen Sum
rall, a grocery-store clerk who is flattered by Ran's attentions and ap
parently hopes to inspire him to divorce Jinny and marry her. For
Eugene, this substitute proves to be the androgynous figure of a chance
acquaintance, a Spanish guitar player named Bartolome Montalbano,
who combines a feminine appearance (he has long hair and red fin
gernails) with what Eugene thinks of as an enviably masculine life free
from all family ties.
Ran wants to tum Maideen into the wife that he has lost, forcing
her to return to the Starks' house as if it were her house and to visit
the Stark family as if she were their daughter and his wife. His motives
for doing this are complex: he seeks to humiliate and mock both Mai
deen and Jinny yet also seeks to convince himself that nothing has
happened, that Jinny still loves him, will be jealous of Maideen, and
will take him back. Thus when a woman does not live up to his ideal
of perfect subservience, he tries to replace her with another woman
who will. After Ran's and Maideen's visit to the Starks' ends with his
failed vision of shooting Jinny, he decides that what he really wants
to do with Maideen is to drive up to Vicksburg's nightspots and motels
with her. The trip ends in disaster. After Ran and Maideen return
drunk to a motel room and pass out wearing their clothes, Maideen
wakes and turns out a light they left on. Ran suddenly wakens to see
her take off her dress and approach their bed wearing only her slip.
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His reaction is the most frightening instance of male fear of women in
all of Welty's stories:
I saw Maideen taking her dress off. She bent over all tender toward
it, smoothing its skirt and shaking it and laying it, at last, on the room's
chair; and tenderly like it was any chair, not that one. I propped myself
up against the rods of the bed with my back pressing them. I was sigh
ing-deep sigh after deep sigh. I heard myself. When she turned back
to the bed, I said, "Don't come close to me."
And I showed I had the pistol. I said, "I want the whole bed." I told
her she hadn't needed to be here. I got down in the bed and pointed
the pistol at her, without much hope, the way I used to lie cherishing
a dream in the morning, and she the way Jinny would come pull me
out of it.
Maideen came into the space before my eyes, plain in the lighted
night. She held her bare arms. She was disarrayed. There was blood
on her, blood and disgrace. Or perhaps there wasn't. For a minute I
saw her double. But I pointed the gun at her the best I could. (391)

Even though all of Maideen's actions in this scene seem quite inno
cent, Ran is threatened by them. Maideen's treating the room's fur
niture "tenderly," as if it were her own rather than the motel's,8 is
taken by Ran to signify her possessive domesticity, and her undressing
is even more frightening for him. Ran is terrified by independent,
adult female sexuality; it suggests "blood and disgrace," menstruation,
"disarray," violence, adultery. He recoils from her presence as if from
an attempt to capture and devour him.
After demanding that Maideen stay away from him, Ran then sud
denly turns the gun on himself: "I drew back the pistol, and turned it.
I put the pistol's mouth to my own. My instinct is always quick and
ardent and hungry and doesn't lose any time. There was Maideen still,
coming, coming in her petticoat" (392). Once again, an attempt to
act "masculinely" collapses into infantilism, a nostalgic hunger for
that moment in his life when women existed only to nurse him. Welty
makes this explicit by carefully using language that suggests a baby's
instinctive response to hunger: "quick and ardent and hungry," but,
horrifyingly, it is the barrel of his father's gun that Ran puts in his
mouth. Such a contradictory image-the gun as a symbol of his fath
er's independence and of Ran's need for sucking, for dependence-is
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Welty's version of the "condensation" of images Freud argued was a
defining element of fantasy and dream-work ("The Dream-Work,"
170-83). Furthermore, the fact that Ran's oral fantasy in the motel
room involves suicide shows that guilt is irrevocably intertwined with
his fantasies of nursing. Earlier in the story, Ran remembers his moth
er's worrying about his having his father's gun, as if he were not man
enough to handle it (375), and because Ran feels that he has failed to
use it "heroically," he now sentences himself to die, castrating himself
in the name of his father.
When the gun misfires, Ran's anger returns as a defense against the
sexual shame engendered by the misfiring. Instead of threatening to
shoot Maideen, he turns on her and rapes her. "In a minute she put
her hand out again, differently, and laid it cold on my shoulder. And
I had her so quick" (392). The context of this passage and the adjec
tive "cold" make it clear that Maideen's gesture is not a sexual over
ture but an act of pity. (She expected to have sex when she started
the trip with him, but she is hardly making an overture now. We can
only assume that she does not resist the rape because she is too fright
ened.) Ran is even more threatened by Maideen's pity than he was by
her undressing. Shared, mature sexuality intimidates him, as does ma
ternal consolation, but rape is restorative: it reaffirms his deflated man
hood and reasserts his right to tum women simply into objects of his
desire. In this scene Welty thus shows rape to be the ultimate form of
misogyny and links it with pre-Oedipal rage and Oedipal self-hatred.
Such an analysis of the causes of rape, done in the mid-194os, to some
extent anticipates the conclusions made by contemporary social scien
tists such as Susan Brownmiller and Nicholas Groth.
In "Music from Spain" Ran's brother Eugene has moved from Mor
gana to San Francisco. Although his brother thinks he is "safe in
California" (375), he is as threatened by women as Ran, perhaps even
more so, and his personality is just as volatile a mix of guilt, anger,
fear, and narcissism as his brother's.
The story opens with Eugene slapping his wife's face at the breakfast
table, "without the least idea of why he did it" (393). Eugene then
spends the day wandering through San Francisco, much of the time
accompanying a chance acquaintance, the guitarist Montalbano. Dur-
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ing the day's wandering, Eugene's imagination turns his unsuspecting
companion into an idealized version of both his parents, a model of
both "male" romantic independence and "female" self-sacrificial nur
turing. Such a vision is impossible to sustain for long, but while Eu
gene can do so, many infantile fantasies about both his parents are
secretly acted out.
To Eugene, Montalbano is living proof that the feminine world may
be escaped. "The formidable artist was free," Eugene assures himself
simplistically; "there was no one he loved, to tell him anything, to lay
down the law" (406).Like Eugene's father, Montalbano seems a law
unto himself. When Eugene offers to guide him around the city,
though, Welty makes it evident that his attraction to him is not
merely theoretical.After staring at the performer's red fingernails, Eu
gene "felt a lapse of all knowledge of Emma as his wife....The lapse
must have endured for a solid minute or two, and afterwards he could
recollect it. It was as positively there as a spot or stain, and it affected
him like a secret" (403). The full meaning of this sexually charged
moment of secret sharing emerges only near the end of the story, after
a day in which Eugene and the musician have wandered through the
city as if they were illicit lovers.As they stand on the cliffs overlook
ing the Pacific, Eugene suddenly gives Montalbano a bear hug: "Eu
gene clung to the Spaniard now, almost as if he had waited for him a
long time with longing, almost as if he loved him, and had found a
lasting refuge. He could have caressed the side of the massive face with
the great pores in the loose, hanging cheek.The Spaniard closed his
eyes" (421 ). In Eugene's imagination, the Spaniard's jowls are trans
formed into a woman's breast whose open pores promise "refuge" and
sustenance. Eugene thus unconsciously seeks to substitute his wife's
threatening heterosexuality with what seems like a homoerotic vision
of a man as nurturing mother who will not deny or smother him. As
the embrace continues, the Spaniard, frightened, grabs Eugene and
whirls him around and around in the air. As he does this, Eugene
suddenly imagines returning home and being devoured by his wife:
Pillowed on great strength, [Eugene] was turned in the air. It was
greatest comfort. It was too bad the daylong foreboding had to return,
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that he had yet to open the door and climb the stairs to Emma. There
she waited in the front room, shedding her tears standing up, like a
bride, with the white curtains of the bay window hanging heavy all
around her.
When his body was wheeled another tum, the foreboding like a spin
ning ball was caught again. This time the vision was Emma Maclain
turning around and coming part way to meet him on the stairs. . . .
She lifted both arms in the wide, aroused sleeves and brought them
together around him. He had to sink upon the frail hall chair in
tended for the coats and hats. And she was sinking upon him and on
his mouth putting kisses like blows, returning him awesome favors in
full vigor. (423)

Welty's commentators have tended to read this vision as a regenera
tive one, a vision of the renewal of love between Eugene and his wife
Emma. The next two paragraphs of the passage (not quoted above)
provide them with their strongest evidence, for Eugene decides that
"it was out of such relentlessness, not out of the gush of tears, that
there would be a child again" (423). (Eugene and Emma have recently
lost their only child, for which Emma blames her husband while her
husband blames her [413].) Nevertheless, the entire passage is pref
aced by the word "foreboding," and crucial phrases in the fantasy itself
(as opposed to Eugene's reflections on the fantasy) are quite threaten
ing to him: "wide aroused sleeves . . . around him," "he had to sink,"
and "kisses like blows." If Eugene projects his fantasies of an unthrea
tening female onto the Spaniard, he also cannot help but project his
fear of women onto him too. At first the physical contact with him is
comforting, even exhilarating, but then it brings out all his sexual
fears as "pillowed in great strength" modulates into images that he
associates with women-heavy curtains and "wide, aroused sleeves"
surrounding and smothering him. Eugene Maclain as well as the sto
ry's readers may consider this fantasy to be a healing one, but they do
so only by repressing much of the dream's content.9
Earlier visions Eugene has of his wife are similarly troubling. When
he slaps his wife, the baroque metaphors Welty uses to depict his re
action stress his association of her with domesticity, sweetness, and
claustrophobia: "her stiffening and wifely glaze running sweet and fine
spun as sugar threads over her" (393). Later, like Howard in "Flowers
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for Marjorie," Eugene visits a street fair and sees another threatening
female icon. One of the side-show monstrosities is named Emma (like
Eugene's wife)-a coincidence that Eugene thinks is highly signifi
cant. His vision of this side-show character is hard to interpret, it is
so grotesque: "her small features bunched like a paper of violets in the
center of her face. But in the crushed, pushed-together countenance
there was a book; it was accusation, of course. . . . The photograph
showed [the side-show] Emma as wearing lace panties, and opposite it
a real pair of panties-faded red with no lace-was exhibited hung
up by clothespins, vast and sagging" (405). Given the extravagance
of this passage's metaphors, we ought to read extravagantly as well:
like Howard in "Flowers for Marjorie," Eugene Maclain here imagines
women as a monstrosity, an enlarged vagina threatening to crush him.
Both Eugene and Ran indirectly blame their father for their fears of
women. Eugene's vision of the Spaniard is not only a vision of an ideal
or a threatening lover, but also of his shadow self, his madness. Earlier
in the story Eugene often addresses the Spaniard as if he were address
ing himself: he turns him into the living image of his father's influence
on him. (Montalbano does not understand English and thus for Eu
gene's purposes makes a perfect companion.) "You know what you
did," Eugene shouts at him at one point, "You assaulted your wife"
(419). Another moment of self-reflection in the story does not directly
involve Montalbano, but it is even more revealing of why Eugene's
idealization of wanderers like Montalbano and his father hides great
resentment toward them: "Eugene saw himself for a moment as the
kneeling Man in the Wilderness in the engraving in his father's rem
nant geography book, who hacked once at the Traveler's Tree, opened
his mouth, and the water came pouring in. What did Eugene Maclain
really care about the life of an artist', or a foreigner, or a wanderer, all
the same thing-to have it all brought upon him now? That engrav
ing itself, he had once believed, represented his father, King Mac
lain, in the flesh, the one who had never seen him or wanted to see
him" (409).
It is not enough, I think, to read this passage merely as Eugene's
rather envious tribute to Montalbano's artistic heroism or his father's
wandering. For in Eugene's vision, the kneeling Man in the Wilder
ness seeks merely infantile love, a lover either male or female who like
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the Traveler's Tree will endlessly supply his needs yet also allow him
the illusion of his freedom to travel further. As the shift in tone from
wonder to anger in the passage suggests, moreover, Eugene secretly is
upset by the fact that his father gave him no example of love other
than infantile narcissism. Whatever sustenance his father gave him,
Eugene finds that he is also responsible for making him thirsty: it is his
absence that has made both his childhood and his adult life a
wilderness. 10
Eugene's brother Ran in "The Whole World Knows" also simulta
neously idolizes his father and blames him for his madness, but his
relationship with him is more easily seen because he often addresses
him directly, as Eugene does not. Ran frequently calls out his father's
name just when he feels most entrapped by women, as if to give him
self his father's courage, but he also does so when he is feeling most
resentful toward him. In the following example, occurring immedi
ately after Ran imagines shooting Jinny as she sews for him, admira
tion and hatred are equally mixed: "Father! Dear God wipe it clean.
Wipe it clean, wipe it out. Don't let it be" (386). The pronoun "it"
may be read as referring to Ran's troubles with Jinny and Maideen,
thus making the passage a plea for escape and independence from
women, but it may also be taken to refer to Ran's own misogyny and
infantilism. Even the conjunction of "Father!" and "Dear God" is
turbulent. We may interpret it as reverential, a plea to his father, or
as condemnatory, as a plea to God to cleanse what his father has
wrought in him.
Another clue that Welty has buried in "The Whole World Knows"
suggests yet one more approach to understanding Ran's anger toward
his father. Alfred Appel has pointed out how violently Ran reacts
when he learns from Maideen that her mother's maiden name is So
journer: "And now I was told her mother's maiden name. God help
me, the name Sojourner was laid on my head like the top teetering
crown of a pile of things to remember. Not to forget, never to forget
the name of Sojourner" (386; Appel 223-24). This comment is part
of a diatribe against all the things that Maideen told him about her
self, but Ran's anger is so vehement that Appel believes Welty may
be hinting that Maideen is in fact the child engendered by King when
he accosted Mattie Will Sojourner in "Sir Rabbit" earlier in The Gol-
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den Apples. If this is true, then when Ran rapes Maideen at the end of
"The Whole World Knows" he knowingly commits incest with his
half-sister. Appel does not speculate on how Ran learns that his father
had sex with Maideen's mother, nor does he admit that for his sugges
tion to be true we must make three rather large assumptions: ( 1) that
Maideen's mother is Mattie Will, rather than another female So
journer (we never learn for certain); (2) that Maideen's last name is
now Sumrall because her mother for an unknown reason remarried in
the two decades that separate "Sir Rabbit" and "The Whole World
Knows"; and (3) that Ran somehow found out about his father's en
counter with Mattie Will, probably through gossip that "the whole
world knows." 11 If the evidence in support of Appel's hypothesis is
circumstantial and tenuous, however, it is certainly intriguing. Ran
and Maideen are the correct ages, about twenty years apart. Adding
incest with his half-sister to the other problems Ran has certainly
makes "The Whole World Knows" an even darker story. Welty leaves
such a possibility open but does not give us enough evidence to prove
or disprove it. We should not focus on such speculation at the expense
of the central issue, which is why Ran is so oppressed by learning that
Maideen's mother's maiden name is Sojourner. The one thing that is
certain is that when Ran protests against the name of Sojourner he is
showing that he resents being forced to measure his exploits with the
Sojourners against his father's. ("Sir Rabbit," revealingly, contains
another example of such competition between son and father: in the
first half of the story Ran and Eugene sensuously wrestle with Mattie
Will in the Morgana Woods when she is fifteen; in the second half,
occurring later, King rapes her.) Ran's rape of Maideen Sumrall may
or may not be incest, but Oedipal guilt and anger it certainly is, for
ever caught in a losing struggle with his father.
Ran's monologue in "The Whole World Knows" ends in utter de
spair and isolation: "Father, Eugene! What you went and found, was
it better than this? And where's Jinny?" (392). His voice echoes
within the empty rooms and endless corridors of his compulsions much
more frighteningly than Sister's boast echoes at the end of "Why I
Live at the P.O.": unlike her, Ran has the power to harm others. In
the concluding story in The Golden Apples, "The Wanderers," we
learn that Maideen commits suicide after the night she was humiliated
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by Ran (433). Ran's interior monologue is thus "spoken" after Mai
deen's suicide: "How was I to know she would go and hurt herself,"
he pleads guiltily and then, in a paroxysm of selfish anger, adds: "She
cheated, she cheated too" (392). Eugene's story, in contrast, ends
with an act of silent disdain: he returns home and coldly watches his
wife and her best female friend in the kitchen after dinner. Eugene's
violence and wandering may seem to have temporarily been spent,
but actually his misogyny has only taken a more disguised (i.e., latent)
form; he remains obsessed with women as devourers: "Eugene tilted
back on his chair and watched Emma pop the grapes in" (426).
Such a somber analysis of the tragedy of Ran's and Eugene's mi
sogyny need not assume that the women in these stories are paragons
of virtue. Indeed, both Jinny Love and Emma Maclain are two of the
most callous women in all of The Golden Apples. Jinny quickly takes a
new lover rather than trying to help Ran overcome his fear of women,
and Eugene's charges that Emma is neglectful, conceited, and hypo
critical appear to be at least partially correct. Welty's manuscripts,
however, reveal that she revised the beginning and the ending of
"Music from Spain"-the two scenes in which Eugene's wife Emma is
present-in ways that make it easier for us to question Eugene's view
of her as a monster. In the opening scene, Welty's revisions added the
detail about the "wounded cry" Emma makes when, upset by her hus
band's cruel behavior toward her, she bums herself on a toast pan
{393); and the concluding scene involving Mrs. Herring, Emma, and
Eugene includes more details in the later version that stress the friend
ship between the two women (425-26). These revisions make Emma
seem a more sympathetic character, and Eugene's views of her more
irrational.
One final note on these two stories. As interesting as "The Whole
World Knows" and "Music from Spain" are, they are not on a par
with each other artistically. Only "The Whole World Knows" has the
power and compression necessary for tragedy. "Music from Spain" of
ten seems awkwardly written and too slowly paced in comparison with
its companion tale; the following sentence, for example, is uninten
tionally comic: "Eugene, unaccustomed to visions of people as they
were not, as unaccustomed as he was to the presence of the Spaniard
as he was, choked abruptly on his crust" (408). Furthermore, the char-
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acter of the guitar player is ultimately intelligible only as a projection
of Eugene's fantasies, not as an identity in his own right-an awkward
flaw in a story told using a third-person narrative. The characters who
speak to Ran in his monologue, in contrast, are both powerfully ren
dered independent figures and projections of his own fantasies and
fears. Consequently, "Music from Spain" has neither the economy nor
the tragic tension between fantasy and fact that gives "The Whole
World Knows" its impact. One is not surprised to learn that "Music
from Spain" was the last story written in The Golden Apples sequence
and that Welty herself has had doubts about its success (Prenshaw,
Conversations 285-86, 332-33). Yet the twinned psychological ter
rain explored by "The Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain"
is as rich as it is frightening, and the two stories should be read to
gether as Welty's most daring exploration of the tragic causes and con
sequences of male misogyny.

1£

To play with mimesis is thus, for a woman, to try
to recover the pince of her exploitation by dis
course, without allowing herself to be simply re
duced to it. It means to resubmit herself . . . to
"ideas" . . . that are elaborated in/by a masculine
logic, but so as to make "visible," by an effect of
playful repetition, what was supposed to remain

invisible: the cover-up of a possible operation of the
feminine in language. It also means "to unveil" the
fact that, if women are such good mimics, it is be
cause they are not simply reabsorbed in this func
tion. They also remain elsewhere. . . .
- Luce lrigaray,
This Sex Which Is Not One

Of all of Welty's early stories exploring the way in which women do
violence to themselves, none is more incisive than "Petrified Man,"
and it provides an especially revealing introduction to a discussion of
what happens in Welty's tragic stories when a woman rather than a
man is the central character. The story seems in part inspired by cir
cuses that came to the Jackson fairgrounds in the late 1930s; Welty
photographed them assiduously-including a side-show poster touting
an "Ossified Man" (Marrs 103-04, 113-14). Not coincidentally,
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"Petrified Man" is also Welty's first intensive investigation of the
meaning of the Greek myths associated with Medusa, the only mortal
Gorgon, dragon-like creatures with wings, human heads, snakes for
hair, and a gaze that would turn human beings to stone. From the first
appearance of Medusa motifs in Welty's stories, Welty seems to have
understood that she could use Medusa's story as a means of investigat
ing the dilemmas facing modern American women. A brief reading of
the role played by the Medusan gaze in "Petrified Man" may serve as
an introduction to "June Recital."
Welty's critics have greatly praised "Petrified Man," but the read
ings they have given it are somewhat odd, for they are unanimous in
blaming the women in the story for the perversions of sexuality that
it satirizes. It is rather as if the story's Medusan gaze were so disturbing
that its commentators-both male and female-have rushed to cast
themselves in Perseus' role and wield righteous swords against the
women whom they take to be the story's villains. Most commonly,
this takes the form of arguing that the women have assumed the role
of men, stripping men of their masculinity and perverting "natural"
gender distinctions. In this view, the women are modern Medusas,
women who turn to stone the men who come in contact with them.
Astonishingly, however, no commentator has fully confronted what it
means to have the central male figure in the story be a rapist or ex
plored the connections that the story draws between representations
of women in advertising and violence toward women in society. The
women may be Gorgons to their men, but the true Gorgon in the
story is the world .ot mass culture, a Medusan world whose uncanny
power consists in its ability to make women see themselves only
through an essentially male point of view, both idealizing them
and treating them as objects of rage and violence. Welty plays a
better Perseus than her critics, for she knows how to spot the real
villain and decode its dangerous gaze-and all this in 1941, years be
fore the recent developments in feminist criticism and theory that it
anticipates. 12
"Petrified Man" is told entirely through two conversations that take
place between Mrs. Fletcher and Leota while Mrs. Fletcher is getting
her hair done on 9 March and again on 16 March 1941, in Leota's
beauty parlor. The subplot of "Petrified Man" is concerned with lurid
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crimes and traveling freak-show exhibitions, whereas the main plot
depicts the commonplace violence against women that occurs in a
beauty parlor. In the subplot, a rapist joins a freak show and disguises
himself as "Mr. Petrie" the Petrified Man, realizing that a man whose
body supposedly turns everything he eats into stone will be the perfect
cover for his brutal appetites as a rapist. In the main plot, Mrs.
Fletcher seeks to disguise the fact of her pregnancy-the fact that her
body will change its shape and use its food to nourish another
life-with a petrified disguise of her own, a "permanent" hair-do and
"fixed" smile that conform to her conception of the eternal forms of
feminine beauty. A newcomer to town named Mrs. Pike is the only
character in the story who figures in both plots. She first notices that
Mrs. Fletcher is pregnant and that Mr. Petrie is the same man as the
one pictured in an old copy of Startling G-Man Tales, with a $500
reward on his head for rape.
Welty's story is less concerned with Mr. Petrie's private motives for
rape than it is with unmasking the cultural connections between the
marketing of idealized images of female beauty and the hidden rage
and violence against women that underlie those supposedly pure im
ages. For Leota and Mrs. Fletcher have been conditioned to see what
is done to their bodies in the beauty parlor not as acts of violence but
as acts of love-techniques that affirm their beauty, independence,
and importance as women. Such thorough conditioning may be their
culture's most disturbing act of violence against women, for unlike the
crime of rape the beauty parlor's ideal is universal and disguised as its
opposite, as something indispensable to a 'woman's self-esteem, and it
affects more women than all the rapists in the country.
Leota's beauty parlor is an elegantly appointed torture chamber with
the female body as its victim. In order to achieve the physical stan
dards that society sets for beauty, an array of tools and machines in
Leora's shop remake nature. References to the high technology of the
beauty industry are frequent, from the "aluminum wave pinchers"
used to make curls to the hair-drying machines that "cook" their oc
cupants (18). The inborn shape of one's hair is given a new "body,"
and called a "permanent"; one's smile is no longer natural but "fixed"
(28) by face powder and lipstick. If the parlor's creations are not truly
"permanent"-Welty notes ironically that Mrs. Fletcher speaks of her
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"last permanent" -nevertheless the body's new shapes aspire to the
permanent and "ideal" standards that the beauty parlor's machinery
represents. Even more importantly, Welty shows that the beauty par
lor's standards of beauty are themselves created by a larger machine,
the mass marketing apparatus of popular culture. Several times she
mentions popular reading materials in the story, which vary from the
purportedly high-class "rental library" (where Mrs. Fletcher primly
says that she first met her husband) to the "drugstore rental" library
supplying the cheap novels and some of the periodicals with names
like Life is Like That and Screen Secrets that entertain the parlor's cus
tomers while their hair is being dried. As the title Screen Secrets sug
gests, the standards of beauty that the parlor sells are created by the
motion picture and advertising industries. Those mass cultural images
of perfection become molds that may create endless reproductions of
their products in the women and men who are influenced by them.
And although pop cultural icons purport to portray healthy images of
women as wives and mothers, they in fact teach the women to treat
their sexuality as threatening and scandalous-an affront to the static
image of proper beauty that the beauty parlor mass-produces.
Welty first alerts us to this fact when she describes the women at
the parlor as "customers" who are being "gratified in [their] booths"
( 1 7 )-a striking verb that suggests sexual pleasure perversely displaced
not merely onto consumer objects but onto the narcissistic contempla
tion of a constructed image that is sold with those products. When
sexual relations do occur in the story, they threaten ideal standards of
beauty by causing everything from dandruff to pregnancy. "I couldn't
of caught a thing like that [dandruff] from Mr. Fletcher, could I," Mrs.
Fletcher whines early in the story (18), and Leota on the same page
gingerly spells the first four letters of the word "pregnant" (as if it were
something that must never be named aloud) and then asks, "how far
gone are you?" implying that Mrs. Fletcher's pregnancy is a kind of
dying. The women's belief that both sexuality and pregnancy are gro
tesque rather than beautiful is shown most clearly in their discussion
of the traveling freak show that comes to town. Significantly, it oc
cupies "the vacant store next door" to the beauty parlor (20): busi
nesses selling beauty and ugliness are adjacent, as if they were mirror
images of each other. Indeed, as the women's conversations show,
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they need to have a sense of the grotesque in order to enforce a sense
of their own normality, but the more they try to separate what is nor
mal from what is monstrous, the more the two threaten to merge.
Welty adroitly shows this largely unconscious connection in their
minds by having Mrs. Fletcher's and Leota's conversation about the
freak show continually stray from discussing the freaks to discussing
their own lives. The show is first mentioned almost in the same breath
as Mrs. Fletcher's newly revealed pregnancy; it is as if Mrs. Pike has
as keen an eye for the spectacle that Mrs. Fletcher makes as she does
for the freaks. As Leota says, "Well, honey, talkin' about bein' preg
nant an' all, you ought to see those [Siamese] twins in a bottle, you
really owe it to yourself" (20). Part of the women's horror and fasci
nation with this display is that it seems not only to be an example of
the frightening disorder of nature (creating two babies instead of one)
but also of what they take to be the sickening and unnatural union of
mother and child: "they had these two heads an' two faces an' four
arms an' four legs, all kind of joined here. See, this face looked this-a
way, and the other face looked that-a-way, over their shoulder, see.
Kinda pathetic. 'Olah!' said Mrs. Fletcher disapprovingly" (21).
If the beauty parlor and the freak show next door are the arbiters of
the beautiful and the ugly, then, the lines that they draw are not
nearly so sharp as implied by the architectural lines dividing the two
buildings. The mirrors on the wall of the beauty parlor (perhaps on
the very wall that separates the parlor from the freak show) play a
crucial role in "Petrified Man": they give us lucid glimpses of the many
ways in which society defines beauty and ugliness as mirror opposites.
More powerfully than any other piece of equipment in the parlor, the
mirror presents a standard of beauty and measures the women against
it. When they view themselves in the mirror, they view not only their
own image but the ideal image of what they wish to be. The mirror
(like a movie screen) holds the spectacle of infinite examples of
Beauty itself yet also cruelly presents an (also infinite) spectacle of
monstrous failure: "[Mrs. Fletcher] stared in a discouraged way into
the mirror. 'You can tell it when I'm sitting down, all right,' she said"
(23). Beauty and the Medusa are twinned images, each the "negative"
of the other.
The parlor's mirror does not hold an image, of course, so much as
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reflect one that is projected upon it. In Mrs. Fletcher's case, Welty
shows, she projects that ideal image from her own imagination, which
is in tum projected (much like a movie) by the powerful and subtle
machinery of popular culture that has invented those beautiful images
and then imprinted them in the women's minds. Here lies the subtlety
of Welty's diagnosis of how commercial culture may corrupt. The
women are dependent upon market images for their sense of beauty
and normality, yet they do not realize this; rather, they take those
very images as sign of their own independence and power, the irrefut
able proof of respectability that they themselves have earned. The
most powerful allure of mass culture in Welty's view is not that it sells
the comforts of conformity but that it promotes them as their oppo
site-as heroic examples of an individual's independence and power.
The function of the beauty parlor mirror is to show how this hidden
process works. Looking into the mirror as she receives her shampoo
and set, Mrs. Fletcher proudly boasts: "Women have to stand up for
themselves, or there's just no telling. But now you take me-I ask Mr.
Fletcher's advice now and then, and he appreciates it, especially on
something important, like is it time for a permanent-not that I've
told him about the baby. He says, 'Why, dear, go ahead! Just ask their
advice' " (25).
The beauty parlor is an all-female domain where they can mock the
men and assert their own power over them; this surely "gratifies" them
( 17) as much as the beauty treatments. But like the beauty treatments,
the sense of power that the parlor gives them-power over their hus
bands, over each other, and over their own bodies-is a dangerous
illusion; it is not at all the kind of power it seems. The parlor's images
of perfection dictate the terms by which Mrs. Fletcher must define her
"independence," and all of those make her dependent upon mass cul
tural images of perfection that are marketed by men (Marchand 1 - 5 1,
66-69). Welty subtly enforces this irony by having Mrs. Fletcher sit
ting down in one of the parlor's chairs staring at the mirror even as she
speaks about women "standing up for themselves." 13
If there is a Medusa in "Petrified Man" who turns all who gaze on
her to stone, therefore, it is the world of commercial culture, not the
women who are its victims, and it has done its work not by petrifying
its victims with a vision of ugliness but by hypnotizing them with a
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vision of false beauty. The presence of a rapist on the other side of the
beauty parlor's mirror, moreover, exposes the connection between
commercial culture's images of women as beautiful objects and its
treatment of them as perverted monsters. The same advertising world
that reproduces endless images of idealized women for women to copy
also treats women as sex objects for men like Mr. Petrie to possess and
desecrate: sexual relations are perverted into either utter passivity (as
with Leota's and Mrs. Fletcher's husbands) or violent aggression (as
with Mr. Petrie).
Who is Perseus in this retelling of the myth of Medusa? Welty, of
course. Like Perseus, she uses her art to allow us to see how the Gor
gon's gaze is directed at us without letting us succumb to its power.
The story's meticulous commercial details of the parlor's decor and the
women's slang may be thought of in traditionally mimetic terms, as a
mirror. In Welty's hands, however, this mirror functions differently
from the mirror in the beauty parlor or the screen in the movie house:
it does not present these images under the guise of the "natural," but
reveals them to be representations, a set of artifices and disguises. In
doing so, Welty's story exposes the hidden, demonic source of the
images that are projected onto its mimetic reflective surface and un
covers how those representations acquire authority until their naive
consumers believe, as the title of one of their favorite pulp novels
puts it, that "life is like that." Such an understanding of culture is the
true "screen secret" of "Petrified Man," allowing us to decode the
sexual politics involved in making some forms of representation be
come accepted as "natural" in mass culture while other ones are ex
cluded. These revelations are the reward Welty reserves for us if we
read even more carefully than Mrs. Pike.
"Petrified Man" is one of Welty's greatest comic stories, of course,
because of its brilliant imitation of how commercial culture corrupts
language and personal relations, but I have found when teaching the
story that my students are as disturbed as they are amused by it; in
fact, some of them find it very hard to laugh, so uneasy do they feel.
Ruth Vande Kieft's comment on the story is most apt: "We can say of
this story what a critic has said of the comic spirit of Jonathan Swift:
it 'frightens us out of laughter into dismay"' (Vande Kieft 65; see also
Sypher 235). The story has generally been praised as an example of
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mimesis, the artist holding a mirror up to her culture and stunning us
with the image of ourselves that we see. But the story should also be
understood as a darkly comic analysis of mimesis as a Persean mirror/
shield that may either paralyze or protect, depending on how it is
used. Welty's gift to us, in effect, should be thought of like Athena's
gift to Perseus: it allows us to "see" the paralyzing gaze of popular
culture's gender stereotypes without being overcome by it. In Luce
lrigaray's terms quoted in the epigraph to this section, Welty uses her
skill at mimicry to unveil to us not just the beauty parlor but "the
place of women's exploitation by discourse." Like Perseus she remains
"elsewhere," her heroic critical energy distanced from such a petrify
ing language.
�
And in her lurid eyes there shone
The dying flame of life's desire,
Made mad because its hope was gone,
And kindled at the leaping fire
Of jealousy, and fierce revenge,
And strength that could not change nor tire.
Shade of a shadow in the glass,
0 set the crystal surface free!
Pass-as the fairer visions pass
Nor ever more return, to be
The ghost of a distracted hour,
That heard me whisper:-"[ am she!"

- Mary Elizabeth Coleridge,
"The Other Side of a Mirror"

"June Recital" marks the highest achievement of Welty's tragic art in
the short story form. Counterbalancing the stories of the Maclain
twins in the Golden Apples sequence (it is second and they are penul
timate), this story of the downfall of Miss Eckhart, Morgana's music
teacher, brings into focus as none of Welty's other stories do the social
pressures that ostracize a woman, forcing her to choose between mar
riage and monstrosity, being a lady in the parlor or a madwoman in
the attic, and it allows us to define the ways in which the story of
Welty's tragic heroines differs significantly from that of her male tragic
protagonists. 14
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This feature alone would single out the story in importance, but the
tale is also one in which Welty makes her most daring experiments in
narrative form, especially in structure and point of view. In contrast
to her approach with the Maclain twins, she chooses to tell Miss
Eckhart's story from the point of view of two children, Loch and Cas
sie Morrison, who live next door to the Maclain house that Miss
Eckhart called home for many of her years in Morgana. Cassie was
one of her piano students (as was Ran Maclain, her only boy pupil),
while Loch knows her from the stories Cassie has told and the town
gossip he has heard. It is important to ask why Welty chose two dis
tant points of view to present Miss Eckhart's story, rather than the
more intimate method she used for the two male tragic protagonists
in The Golden Apples, and I will confront this question later in this
chapter.
,'
The structure of "June Recital" is equally daring. Part I is told from
. Loch's point of view, first as he observes the action from a bedroom
window, and then as he climbs out onto a nearby tree. Part II is told
from Cassie's point of view, and focuses not on what she sees but on a
strain of music she hears coming from Miss Eckhart's old piano and
the flood of memories it releases for her. Part III returns to Loch in his
tree; much of the action in this section is viewed upside down, as Loch
hangs from a branch. Part IV begins from Cassie's point of view, as
she sees Miss Eckhart and joins Loch outside of the house to identify
her; then reverts briefly to Loch's point of view; then ends much later
in the evening with Cassie in bed, following her thoughts just before
and then after she has fallen asleep and begun dreaming. Structurally,
the story moves simultaneously backward and forward in time. We first
see Miss Eckhart in the "present" (the 1920s), as she returns after an
absence of about half a dozen years to the site of her abandoned music
studio in the Maclain house and, driven insane by what she has lost,
tries to bum the house down. Her one-time star pupil, Virgie Rainey,
has been in the abandoned house with her boyfriend and has played a
tune on the downstairs piano that Miss Eckhart particularly associated
with her. Miss Eckhart may or may not have heard Virgie play this
tune (the narrative is ambiguous on this point [280-82], just as it is
ambiguous as to whether Miss Eckhart knows Virgie is in the house
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upstairs (2821). 15 But Miss Eckhart's memories of the tune are surely
running powerfully through her head as she prepares her fire. Part II
begins a chronicle of Miss Eckhart's history in Cassie's memory, pro
gressing from a retelling of the town's opinions about her and the
various "scandalous" events associated with her that helped drive her
into exile; to a recounting of her music lessons and her rite of an
annual recital in June for her pupils; to a detailed account of the single
most important June recital she ever staged, in which she "graduated"
and said goodbye to Virgie Rainey, who had just turned thirteen years
old. Part III returns to the present and is the story's most comic section
(thus Welty's use of Loch's topsy-turvy point of view.) It catalogues
the slapstick attempts of two Morgana bumpkins, Old Man Moody
and Fatty Bowles, to put out the fire Miss Eckhart has set. These
events owe not a little to the comic interludes in Shakespearean
tragedy (and to scenes such as Dogberry's in Much Ado About Noth
ing), and even more to the silent movie comedies Welty and her
brothers loved as children, especially those with Charlie Chaplin and
the Keystone Kops (One Writer's Beginnings 36). Part IV involves Miss
Eckhart and Virgie, both once again targets of the town's censure as
Virgie emerges from the house with her lover and Miss Eckhart is
prepared to be taken away to an insane asylum in Jackson. Welty's
narrative thus juxtaposes a recounting of Miss Eckhart's descent into
madness with the story of her ascent to the one great moment in her
life in Morgana, the June recital featuring Virgie Rainey's last concert,
in which she came close to being integrated into the Morgana com
munity. This contrapuntal interweaving of various narratives and
points of view makes "June Recital" formally the most ambitious (as
well as the longest) of all Welty's stories.
As Part II chronicles Miss Eckhart's history through Cassie's memo
ries of her, it focuses primarily on the town's view of her and the
scandals surrounding her, for Cassie has been much influenced by the
town's (and her own parents') judgment of her former music teacher.
Their list of grievances against Miss Eckhart is long. Not only is she
of German descent, middle-aged and single, and living with her near
senile mother, but she is also from the North and comes to Mississippi
determined not just to make her living by teaching piano but to show
the status-conscious citizens of Morgana that they are really quite pro-
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vincial, with little knowledge of sophisticated Old World culture, in
cluding music. Several sexual scandals associated with Miss Eckhart
serve further to stigmatize her, even though she is responsible for only
one of them. One evening she is assaulted by "a crazy Negro" (301),
but instead of considering moving to another town or accepting the
town's condolences she insists on acting as if nothing has happened.
Miss Eckhart also has a romance with Mr. Sissum, the local shoe-store
salesman who plays the cello, and after he is accidentally drowned she
breaks free from the circle of mourners at his funeral and tries to throw
herself into his grave. Finally, another roomer at Mrs. Maclain's, Mr.
Voight, begins protesting the noise the music lessons make by appear
ing at the end of the hall during a lesson and exposing himself, bath
robe opened and face violently grimacing. Miss Eckhart threatens her
pupils so they will not tell their parents, but eventually word leaks
out. Miss Eckhart thus not only affronts the town's standards of proper
behavior by proudly following her own private ideals of what a lady
may be, but she also becomes associated with ungovernable passions,
the very thing that a "lady" must avoid.
Throughout all of these scandals, the town tolerated Miss Eckhart
because she had one skill that was deemed indispensable to them: she
could teach their daughters the proper social skill of playing the piano.
With the eruption of World War I, however, those lessons suddenly
became a luxury. The war caused a crash in cotton prices throughout
the South because 60 percent of its cotton was exported, primarily to
Europe. With that crash came an economic crisis for at least some of
Morgana's aristocratic families. Miss Eckha�t loses all the pupils that
she has not already lost because of earlier scandals and, to make mat
ters worse, is suspected of sympathizing with the Germans. Simulta
neously, Mrs. Maclain decides that she can no longer afford to live in
the big Maclain house in town, even with the help of rent from her
roomers; she moves back to her family's home in Maclain's Court
house after selling the house to an owner who does not put up with
Miss Eckhart's falling behind on her rent. Miss Eckhart thus loses her
apartment and her piano studio as well as her students and is forced to
move into a rundown, one-room apartment in the Holifi.eld's on the
outskirts of town. An early draft of the story has this apartment lo
cated "down near the edge of nigger-town," stressing even more
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strongly Miss Eckhart's ostracism in the eyes of the town's whites. The
same draft makes the circumstances of Miss Eckhart's move even more
clearly sordid in the townspeople's eyes: "Miss Eckhart was put out of
the house and her piano and many of her possessions kept behind to
pay for a whole year's rent she owed." The published version's account
is slightly less harsh (307). 16
Even at the height of her power in Morgana, the very name by
which Miss Eckhart is known proclaims her foreignness. Married
women from the best families in Morgana are still properly addressed
using their first name and their maiden name, as with Miss Snowdie Hud
son (Mrs. King Maclain) or Miss Billy Texas (Mrs. Felix Spights).
Such a custom both acknowledges their status as married women yet
preserves their earlier position as leading members of some of the
town's most important families-a position that they are expected to
preserve after their marriage. The practice pays homage to the belief
that a woman from the town's aristocral:y gives up none of the power
and prerogatives that she had as an eligible daughter when she mar
ries. Yet though this practice can properly be called "matriarchal" be
cause it proclaims the importance of original family ties and the net
work of friendships that women have established among themselves in
Morgana, it also concedes that their groups remain subordinate to the
male institutions of marriage and the church: the courtesy title
"Miss," their first names, and their "maiden" names belong to the
women, so to speak, and are used when they address each other, but
their last names remain their husbands' and are used in those situa
tions where their husbands' power must be acknowledged. (Women
with decidedly lower social status, such as Maideen Sumrall of "The
Whole World Knows," are apparently never addressed as "Miss" and
will lose their maiden names altogether upon marrying, as if their
families' names were not important enough to preserve.)
Miss Eckhart, in contrast, is called "Miss" simply because she has
not married, and this is always coupled, at her own request, with her
last name, never her first name. Such a procedure immortalizes her
foreignness and her spinsterhood, and it also signifies her permanent
social exile: she must always be addressed formally, never intimately.
Although one of the story's characters, Missie Spights, argues that this
formality became the custom at Miss Eckhart's own insistence, her
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words show that Miss Eckhart's isolation was not solely of her own
making: "if Miss Eckhart had allowed herself to be called by her first
name, then she would have been like other ladies. Or if Miss Eckhart
had belonged to a church that had ever been heard of [she is Lutheran,
the rest either Presbyterian or Baptist or Methodist], and the ladies
would have had something to invite her to belong to. . . . Or if she
had been married to anybody at all, just the awfullest man-like Miss
Snowdie Maclain, that everybody could feel sorry for" {308). The
town would be willing to accept a newcomer as a proper lady or as a
martyr who will accept their pity, but it must be on their terms, not
hers, and Miss Eckhart will not accommodate them. Her name, like
her church, is "unheard of" in Morgana; it represents as much a vio
lation of the town's rules of speech as her life does its rules of good
behavior.
What makes Miss Eckhart's name intolerable for the women of
Morgana is not that she does not allow her first name to be used but
that her name forces the other aristocratic women of the town to feel
very strongly the contradictions commemorated by their own custom
of compromise linking matriarchal lineage and power ("Miss Snow
die") with patriarchal power ("Miss Snowdie Maclain"). Most of the
time (and always when they are together), the women act as if matri
archal power is dominant, speaking of themselves using the first name
and "Miss," the sign of aristocratic standing. It is only when they must
concede that this separate women's sphere is bounded by a patriarchal
one that they introduce the woman's "married" name to which their
matriarchal names must be subordinate. (Thus Miss Snowdie is called
Miss Snowdie Maclain in the above comment of Missie Spights,
which alludes to the ways she has suffered because of her husband King
Maclain.) Hence Miss Eckhart's name for herself does not merely
reject Morgana's naming customs for women-it exposes the contra
dictions at their heart. Miss Eckhart refuses to use her first name, the
heart of where matriarchal signifying power resides, and she taints the
honorary title "Miss" with suggestions of spinsterhood, eccentricity,
and poverty. Just as badly, she uses her last name to signify her special
status in the town, her aristocratic "difference." Morgana's ladies
find such a transgression of their naming system unforgivable and
threatening.
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Also "unheard of" and threatening is the fact that Miss Eckhart
picks up "associates" or her "people" (308) only through her work.
The unwritten social rules of the town dictate that women's socializing
should not occur except through events centered around gatherings
such as parlor parties, church going, political speeches, concerts,
family gatherings, marriages, and funerals. Miss Eckhart's social con
tacts are arranged by her alone, without the supervision of either the
matriarchal or patriarchal power structures in the town, and she has
the gall to appear to want no relationships other than those with her
pupils, especially her star student, Virgie Rainey. When such indepen
dence is coupled with the fact that she is unmarried, her close contact
with her female pupils becomes vaguely ominous-as much an affront
to proper womanhood as the sexual scandals surrounding her. This
comes to be true even though she is teaching her girls the eminently
ladylike art of piano playing: her relations with her students are too
intense and too unsupervised.
It is Miss Eckhart's relationship with Virgie that makes these "un
heard of" fears heard and spoken repeatedly in the town's gossip. Ev
erything that must be repressed in her public life in town is channeled
into her friendship with Virgie. Virgie both courts and resists Miss
Eckhart's attention. She is honored by it but also threatened by it, for
Miss Eckhart's standards seem so different and so much more exacting
than those she is used to, and they tempt her into thinking that what
the other women of the town believe is important is not important at
all. She willfully breaks rules that Miss Eckhart has laid down for her
students, arriving late for lessons, banging her bicycle against the
porch, rolling up her music instead of carrying it in a portfolio, and,
one day, refusing to play another note with that "thing"-Miss Eck
hart's prized metronome-in front of her face (293). As passionate
and independent as her teacher, Virgie quickly finds that she can ex
ploit Miss Eckhart's devotion to her. Showing her "weak place" (293)
to the other girls gives Virgie something she cannot get any other way.
She may be the daughter of one of the town's poorer families, but by
exhibiting her ability to flout Miss Eckhart's rules she gains a measure
of status that even her superior piano playing can never give her: she
becomes a leader for all the girls, even those from the best families.
The town christens Virgie with a special name that is as "unheard
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of" as her teacher's-and, like hers, it reflects their uneasiness as well
as their sense of superiority. Miss Eckhart always praises Virgie's skill
in playing by saying "Virgie Rainey Danke schoen" ["thank you"). This
compliment perfectly captures the special nature of her tribute. By
using her native tongue, Miss Eckhart hints that Virgie is the only
student whom she will ever allow to share a part of her life and lan
guage, the skill and passion of her art. The poignant, old-fashioned
formality of the phrase suggests that in none of her other relations
with the townspeople of Morgana has she received something for
which she is as grateful as Virgie's gift. All her other daily "thank
you's" to merchants and acquaintances are mere commonplaces com
pared with the passion of her compliment to Virgie. It is as if Virgie
has given her a reason for living-has made worthwhile all the drudg
ery and disillusionment of teaching classical music in a small provin
cial southern town.
Morgana's children and adults know of Miss Eckhart's compliments
to Virgie and, in mock tribute, call Virgie by the new nickname
whenever she acts unconventionally: "they just added that onto Vir
gie's name in the school yard. She was Virgie Rainey Danke schoen
when she jumped hot pepper or fought the boys, when she had to sit
down the very first one in the spelling match for saying, 'E-a-r, ear,
r-a-k-e, rake, ear-ache' (291). The townspeople's adoption of Miss
Eckhart's name for Virgie, ironic as it is, shows more than mere dis
dain for her standards. Miss Eckhart's compliment to Virgie (like the
women's custom of calling married women "Miss") commemorates the
importance of friendships between women. Unlike the ladies' prac
tice, Miss Eckhart's does not even provisionally make itself subordi
nate to anything; it is a potentially revolutionary form of naming, a
passionate proclamation of the importance of bonds between women
in spite of their obligations to be ladies, wives, and mothers. When
Miss Eckhart compliments Virgie in her frighteningly "foreign" voice,
she is implicitly naming other "unheard of" things-the existence of
women's repressed voices, hidden identities, and potential power. She
intends to teach Virgie to discover such a voice for herself, to make
the unheard heard. "Virgie would be heard from in the world, playing
that [piano piece], Miss Eckhart said, revealing to children with one
ardent cry her lack of knowledge of the world. How could Virgie be
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heard from, in the world? And 'the world'! Where did Miss Eckhart
think she was now? Virgie Rainey, she repeated over and over, had a
gift, and she must go away from Morgana" (303).
A passage on this matter cut from a draft of "June Recital" is even
more explicit: "There had been without anyone's expecting it almost
an equality between Virgie Rainey and Miss Eckhart that made look
ing-down-on and looking-up-to impossible. Maybe from the start,
there had been nothing to disavow their equality, and leniency, and
love, except the thanking. When Miss Eckhart had said, 'Virgie
Rainey, danke schoen,' she held apart and kept at bay the fiercest
spirits ... the fiercest Sally [Cassie] knew." When Virgie torments
Miss Eckhart, she does so partly because, like the townspeople alluded
to in these passages, she. mocks Miss Eckhart's pretensions. But she
also does so because she fears the consequences of discovering such a
voice and "fierce spirit" within herself-fears that such hidden powers
may bring estrangement and unhappiness to her as they did to her
music teacher. Like the phrase "Miss Snowdie Maclain," the phrase
"Virgie Rainey Danke schoen" expresses strong tension among its parts
and points to intolerable contradictions within girls' and women's
identities as they are defined in Morgana.
Miss Eckhart has created one event in which the town must con
cede her some public form of power: the annual recital in June that
her pupils give in her cramped studio in the Maclain house. It is the
one time in which the rest of the town may enter her private world,
the one time when her authority is recognized and even celebrated.
In revising the story, Welty made many of her changes in the section
describing the concerts, especially Virgie's climactic one; she added
detail after detail, greatly increasing the scene's length and promi
nence (308-15). In the month leading up to the concert, Miss Eck
hart seems to be the schoolmistress of the entire town, defining the
rules and instructing all on their proper behavior. In fact, she has all
the authority of a bride who is planning the arrangements before she
is married. But Miss Eckhart's authority is temporary and special,
something given to her in May and June as if to compensate for her
powerlessness during the other months, and the importance of the
event for the townspeople is predominantly social, not artistic. It has
nothing to do with Miss Eckhart's desire to make a student like Virgie
be "heard from" but merely with the townspeople's desire to display
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what new social skills and formal dresses their daughters have acquired
during the past year. "Miss Eckhart decided early in the spring what
color each child should wear, with what color sash and hair ribbon,
and sent written word to the mother . . . . And it could seldom be
worn again; certainly not to another recital-by then an 'old' dress.
A recital dress was fuller and had more trimming than a Sunday dress.
It was like a flower girl's dress in a wedding" (309). The women of the
town feel comfortable giving Miss Eckhart "special dispensation"
(309) because the form of the recital really commemorates their
power, not hers. Not only is she dependent upon the other women to
make the dresses, but she is now expressing herself in a "language"
that is no longer unheard of: "this was the kind of thing that both
Miss Perdita and most mothers understood immediately" (309). Thus
even though the mothers speak of being scared by Miss Eckhart in
May and June, they also trust that they are more in control of Miss
Eckhart then than at any other time.
There is another reason that the authority Miss Eckhart has during
her June recitals is unthreatening: she publicly concedes that her au
thority over her girls ceases once they enter adolescence. Virgie's last
recital, Welty pointedly notes, comes when she is thirteen (3 13). Af
ter that, an unwritten rule says that all girls must break their ties with
Miss Eckhart and enter fully into the adult world of womanhood de
fined by Morgana society-the matriarchal world of parlors and
church socials that exists carefully subordinate to the more powerful
patriarchal institutions of family and church and jobs and schools of
higher learning.
Welty's chronicling of how Cassie Morrison wins a music scholar
ship illustrates how this process works. Miss Eckhart's star pupil con
tinues to play piano after "graduating" from Miss Eckhart's school, but
instead of making her special or giving her a voice (as Miss Eckhart
hoped it would) her employment merely signifies that she has fallen
in status in her classmates' eyes: "Virgie Rainey worked. Not at teach
ing. She played the piano for the picture show, both shows every
night, and got. six dollars a week, and was not popular any more"
(286). She receives no scholarship to college; her church (Methodist)
does not offer one. The less talented Cassie Morrison, on the other
hand, belongs to the most prestigious church in Morgana, the Pres
byterian, and their church deacons do give music scholarships. (Miss
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Eckhart, in revenge, gives Virgie an emblem of their private bond, a
silver brooch shaped like a butterfly, to commemorate her leaving.)
Miss Eckhart's "graduation ceremony" of the June recital therefore
marks the moment when her pupils pass from the control of their
private music teacher, a surrogate mother-figure, into the supervision
of institutions that are public and patriarchal-the churches and
schools that will "complete" their initiation into adulthood. Such a
rite of passage thus anticipates the later, most crucial one that they
will make when they leave the woman's sphere of their adolescence
(represented by their bridesmaids' dresses at the music recitals) to take
a husband's name and accept his authority.
Of course, each girl is not the "bride" in the June recital, Miss
Eckhart is: she is the one who orders all the "bride's-maids' " dresses.
There are several possible ways to interpret this. The townspeople
surely see it as another example of Miss Eckhart's self-delusion: a
pathetically comic attempt to give her "graduations" the importance
of a marriage and thus an attempt to recoup some of the status and
power that derives from marrying well. The town tolerates such dis
plays of her ego because the very form they allow her defines the limits
of her power. For Miss Eckhart, however, her June ceremony has as
many hidden meanings as her phrase "Virgie Rainey, Danke schoen"
meanings that subvert those that the town allows her. She treats the
event as if she really is "married" to the �ole of music teacher. Such
seriousness is troubling because it does not seem entirely to recognize
a higher, patriarchal authority. Even in the midst of the social spec
tacle of the June recital, Miss Eckhart's demeanor proclaims the self
sufficiency of her bond with her students and the fact that she feels
bound to teach her best students not just social skills but the ability
to discover a decidedly individual, independent, and "unheard of"
voice-at whatever cost. As an informal institution, therefore, Miss
Eckhart's June recital has precisely the same kind of tension that exists
in the ladies' conventions for naming themselves. It should be under
stood to function both as a concession to superior patriarchal power
and as a matriarchal bond that (potentially at least) may subvert the
status quo rather than signify subordination to it.
Such possibly subversive readings of the marriage symbolism in Miss
Eckhart's June recital are duplicated by a secret ritual that Miss Eck
hart and Virgie invent for themselves. On the top of the piano during
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the public recital would always stand the sign of Miss Eckhart's au
thority, her metronome, closed and locked. After each pupil's playing,
she would be given a florist's bouquet by her teacher, hold it "for a
count of three," and then return it to Miss Eckhart, who would place
it on the floor to one side, gradually forming a crescent moon design
(310). In Virgie's private lessons before she orders her teacher to hide
the metronome, however, Virgie and Miss Eckhart spontaneously in
vent a ritual that can be interpreted as a kind of counter-marriage
ceremony, a secret enactment expressing just the sort of passionate
bonding that makes Morgana uneasy. Virgie often brings Miss Eckhart
a bouquet of stolen magnolia flowers and leaves, not a florist's bou
quet, and Miss Eckhart would arrange it around the base of the met
ronome on top of the piano (283, 290, 321). The metronome's obelisk
signifies the absolute authority that Miss Eckhart wields over her girls
during the privacy of their lessons; both its shape and its function
make it rather phallic. The magnolia flower and leaves, in contrast,
seem "feminine" and are arranged so that the obelisk penetrates their
center. But pondering the possible sexual connotations of this arrange
ment may be less fruitful than considering its social meanings. As a
private variation of the recital's public ritual, it celebrates all the "un
heard of" things a bond between women may discover. It recognizes
no boundaries to a woman's authority, no patriarchal supervision.
After Miss Eckhart loses her pupils and is forced to move to the
edge of town, she "would be seen from time to time walking into
Morgana, up one side of the street and down the other and home"
(307). On each trip she passes the Maclain house, trying to relive the
time when she taught there. On one of those visits, coincidentally,
she apparently passes by just as Virgie is playing Beethoven's Fur Elise
again on the abandoned piano in the old studio. {It is a piece that
Miss Eckhart and the other pupils particularly associate with Virgie.)
Virgie has secretly sneaked back into the house with her boyfriend in
order to show the place to him and make love on an old broken bed
directly upstairs from Miss Eckhart's abandoned music studio. Miss
Eckhart turns and enters the house (Virgie and her boyfriend have
gone upstairs again by this time) and feverishly begins to gather old
newspapers to decorate the studio as if for another triumphant recital.
She tears up the newspapers and hangs a series of streamers from the
central chandelier-just as she did during her June recitals. "As Loch
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leaned his chin in his palm at the window and watched, it seemed
strangely as if he had seen this whole thing before. The old woman
was decorating the piano until it rayed out like a Christmas tree or a
Maypole. Maypole ribbons of newspaper and tissue paper streamed
and crossed each other from the piano to the chandelier and festooned
again to the four comers of the room, looped to the backs of chairs
here and there" (283).
It is not certain that Miss Eckhart in her derangement actually re
alizes that Virgie is in the house, but it is hard to believe that she can
be oblivious to Virgie's presence: Virgie and her boyfriend are de
scribed as dancing and laughing just one floor above the very room in
which Miss Eckhart is working [282].) Miss Eckhart's arrangement of
newspapers at first is described as if it were festive, like a "Christmas
tree or a Maypole" (283). She even improvises a Maypole crown out
of a magnolia branch and places it on the piano around the metro
nome. This special decoration of the metronome did not occur in the
public June recitals (312), and thus for the first time Miss Eckhart is
merging her public June recital rituals with her private magnolia ritual
for Virgie: it is a desperate attempt to relive the most significant pri
vate and public moments of her life in Morgana.
The lines from Yeats's poem "The Song of Wandering Aengus" that
figure so prominently in the story commemorate Miss Eckhart's love
for Virgie:
Though I am old with wandering
Through hollow lands and hilly lands,
I will find out where she has gone,
And kiss her lips and take her hands;
And walk among long dappled grass,
And pluck till time and times are done
The silver apples of the moon,
The golden apples of the sun. (57-58)

Virgie's fellow pupil Cassie recalls these lines when she hears Virgie
playing Fur Elise on the old piano next door near the moment when
Miss Eckhart is passing by the house. Cassie remembers them because
their tender melancholy is shared by Beethoven's piece, but the lines
describe Miss Eckhart's passion for Virgie as well. Like Aengus, she
also near the end of her life tries to recapture a girl-one who has
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vanished into adulthood, not into Yeats's brightening air. And like
Aengus she is trapped in time while desperately trying to transcend it.
The syntax of Yeats's last sentence moves from a present tense in
which the speaker concedes his age ("Though I am old") to the future
tense ("I will find out") to a clause in which the speaker wills the
illusion of living in an eternal present: "And pluck till time and times
are done." By returning to the house and recreating her private and
public recital rituals as if on cue from Fur Elise, Miss Eckhart seeks to
do the same thing. But in the face of evidence that her pupil has
grown up, left her, and renounced her art-the dilapidated house,
abandoned piano, and the sounds of Virgie romping upstairs with her
boyfriend-she can only give in to her anger and despair.
Another line in the poem that Cassie Morrison does not remember
right away is relevant: "Because a fire was in my head." In the Yeats
poem it initiates and continues the action; it drives Aengus out into
the night even before he meets the faery girl, and it inspires him af
terwards on his lifelong quest to find her again. In Welty's story, in
contrast, the line alludes to Miss Eckhart catching her hair on fire,
her tragic decision to destroy what she cannot keep by burning down
the house. In despair, she wants to tum the one golden apple in her
life-her bond with Virgie-into ashes. An early draft of the story's
end reveals that Welty originally had Cassie remembering and quoting
the entire last stanza of Yeats's poem {quoted above). She then
changed this to Cassie's quoting the earlier line in the poem about
fire, to emphasize Miss Eckhart's passion and self-destructiveness.
By imbedding Yeats's poem within a story about the social and his
torical context that constrains Miss Eckhart's dream, Welty gives
Aengus' quest meanings that it does not have in Yeats's poem. She
makes it clear that we should not read Miss Eckhart's actions merely
as a deranged and arrogant protest against nature-against Virgie's
growing up. For her pyromania is also fired by anger against the society
that has ostracized her. Her reenactment of her June recital seeks re
venge against the social standards of Morgana that were threatened by
her independence and her desire to give her girls an independent
voice. In her delusion she tries to attack the town's entire social struc
ture, to bum down the house of one of Morgana's best families and
{symbolically) all of Morgana itself.
Miss Eckhart is not just attacking Morgana, admittedly; she is also
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attempting suicide. The final target of her anger is thus not Virgie or
Morgana, but herself. Like the heroine in Welty's story "Clytie" from
A Curtain of Green, but much more complexly, Miss Eckhart has so
absorbed her society's judgments against her that she guiltily directs
her anger inwards as well as outwards: she rages not only at others but
at her own rage. For this reason, several crucial images in "June Re
cital" and The Gal.den Apples make it clear that the stories of Fata
Morgana and the Medusa are as relevant to Miss Eckhart's life as the
Gaelic or Greek myths about the golden apples. Like Clytie's suicidal
despair, Miss Eckhart's is caused because despite all her efforts she has
absorbed Morgana's image of herself as a monstrous enchantress of
their children, a Fata Morgana. Welty has said that one of the reasons
she picked the name "Morgana" for her imaginary town in The Gal.den
Apples was because it reminded her of Fata Morgana or "mirage"thus implying that Morgana's carefully ordered social world, powerful
as it is, is illusory. 17 The phrase is also associated with dangerous fe
male supernatural beings such as Fata Morgana in Ariosto, Morgan le
Fay in English legends, and (because Morgana was said to be in league
with the infernal deity Demogorgon) the three Gorgons, including
Medusa. Of all the women in Morgana, only Miss Eckhart has enough
isolation and power to qualify her to be compared with such demonic
figures. Cassie Morrison's mother describes her studio as being like the
witch's house in Hansel and Gretel, "including the witch" (288), but
because of the prominence of the Perseus myth in The Gal.den Apples
(especially in "The Wanderers"), Medusa's story is the most germane
of all. Miss Eckhart's unmarried and isolated life, her unfashionable
and sometimes frightening appearance, her temper, and her dangerous
powers all make Morgana's other women think of her as if she were
their resident Gorgon.
One scene in "June Recital" illustrates with particular poignancy
how Morgana links Miss Eckhart and Medusa. Ironically, this linkage
is perpetrated by Virgie herself-an act of mockery and rebellion
prompted by her own fears that when she grows up her rebelliousness
may make her a Gorgon as well. The incident occurs when Virgie is
still Miss Eckhart's pupil, during an outdoor summer evening concert
in the Starks' yard in which Mr. Sissum plays the cello while Miss
Eckhart watches in the audience. Virgie has discovered that Miss Eck-
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hart is "sweet" on him ( 296), but her preternatural intelligence also
guesses correctly that it will be a doomed love affair. She performs a
mock Maypole ritual at Miss Eckhart's expense-and in the process
parodies her own magnolia ritual as well.
Virgie put a loop of clover chain down over Miss Eckhart's head, her
hat-her one hat-and all. She hung Miss Eckhart with flowers, while
Mr. Sissum plucked the strings up above her. Miss Eckhart sat on,
perfectly still and submissive. She gave no sign. She let the clover
chain come down and lie on her breast.
Virgie laughed delightedly and with her long chain in her hand ran
around and around her, binding her up with clovers. Miss Eckhart let
her head roll back, and then Cassie felt that the teacher was filled with
terror, perhaps with pain. She found it so easy-ever since Virgie
showed her-to feel terror and pain in an outsider; in someone you did
not know at all well, pain made you wonderfully sorry. It was not so
easy to be sorry about it in the people close to you. (298)
It is hard to know how to interpret this scene, since Virgie's actions
seem such a mixture of tenderness and aggressive mockery, but Cas
sie's intimation that something in Virgie's gesture fills Miss Eckhart
with terror and pain is crucial. Like Morgana's attempts to pity Miss
Eckhart, this one succeeds in freezing her into the image of a grotesque
"outsider," a pathetic, fat old maid with only "one hat," wilting flow
ers on her breast, and only a failed love affair and scandal to her name.
Virgie's act is unconsciously rather than consciously cruel, but it
nonetheless transforms her teacher into something pathetic, a scape
goat for Virgie's own fears that any woman who discovers an "unheard
of" voice within herself will be ostracized. By doing so, Virgie's seem
ingly innocent ritual acts out what Morgana has been doing to Miss
Eckhart over many years and would continue with even more intensity
once Miss Eckhart loses her pupils and her livelihood: Virgie freezes
her into an image of Medusa's terror, pain, and monstrosity.
Such a reading of the scene may seem too somber and too negative
regarding Virgie's motives, but readers who are skeptical should con
sider the way in which Welty has framed this episode. Near its begin
ning is a reference to a statue of a "goddess" (possibly Venus) on the
Starks' lawn near Miss Eckhart (297). This detail was added only dur
ing a late stage of revision (the statue was originally of a Confederate
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soldier) and serves to heighten the contrast between ideal images of
women and Miss Eckhart. The scene is closed by recounting the story
of Mr. Sissum's giving Miss Eckhart a funny, ugly "Billikin" doll that
made her laugh in a "distorted" way until she began crying (298-99).
Miss Eckhart clearly responds to the doll this way because she identi
fies it with her own "funny and ugly" -and monstrous-image in the
eyes of Morgana. A later passage in the story that is also about Miss
Eckhart's self-image supports such a reading: the narrator says that
Miss Eckhart at her recitals "called up the pictures on those little
square party invitations, the brown bear in a frill and the black poodle
standing on a chair to shave at a mirror" (3 11). This sentence, like
the phrase about the "goddess" statue, was added in revision to clarify
how Morgana judges Miss Eckhart's appearance. Both this passage and
the Billikin one treat Miss Eckhart as a circus act, a sideshow gro
tesque, half-human and half-animal. When Miss Eckhart tries to bum
herself to death, therefore, she appears to be trying to find peace by
destroying the monstrous half-animal self-the Fata Morgaila or Me
dusa-that Morgana has made her believe she has become.
!2:

Unlike the other stories about madness in The Golden Apples, "The
Whole World Knows" and "Music from Spain," "June Recital" is not
written from the point of view of its principal character. Miss Eckhart's
plight is instead presented through the eyes of two children, Loch and
Cassie Morrison, who unwittingly represent society's view of her. The
result is to distance us from her inner life; we must work our way
through society's view of her as a rather comically demented creature
before we can come to know her on her own terms.
Cassie and Loch Morrison are privileged observers because they
both happen to be in their bedrooms in their house next door the
night Miss Eckhart tries to bum the Maclain house down. Loch treats
the events merely as an exciting adventure that he may spy on using
his father's telescope from his bedroom window. He laughs at Miss
Eckhart's incompetence when trying to start a fire and at the bumbling
rescue attempts staged by two men who wander on the scene. In the
end, as she is being taken away, her hair scorched by the fire and her
mind incoherent, Loch is largely oblivious to all that has happened.
Instead, he is deliriously happy because he has gotten Miss Eckhart's
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metronome, which he thinks is a mysterious new kind of bomb. Loch's
point of view here is hardly censured by Welty; rather, it is presented
as the natural kind of interest that a young boy would have in a house
burning, but the comical way in which Loch regards Miss Eckhart as
a freak is in fact not unrelated to the townspeople's view of her; it just
represents this view in an exaggerated form. (In fact, when Loch
climbs out onto a tree to hang upside down to view the happenings in
the house next door, Welty seems to be wryly implying that the town's
seemingly mature and reasonable opinions of Miss Eckhart's eccen
tricities may be as skewed a view of her as Loch's). 18
Cassie Morrison's memories of Miss Eckhart are even more closely
associated with the views of Morgana society. The point of view of
"June Recital" shifts from Loch's to hers as soon as Virgie begins to
play Fur Elise (285), for Cassie was a student with Virgie and the
melody brings back memories of Miss Eckhart that Loch cannot have.
Through Cassie's recollections and a series of flashbacks, Miss Eck
hart's history is presented even as (unknown to Cassie, who is not
watching the events as her brother is) she is preparing to set the house
on fire. The effect is a heart-wrenching juxtaposition between past and
present-Cassie's remembering Miss Eckhart at the height of her
power during her June recitals while Loch is seeing her inverted, in
the depths of her madness. Cassie is rather frightened by the intensity
of the memories that Fur Elise recalls, for she principally remembers
Miss Eckhart as an unfashionable and slightly demonic woman, some
one for a proper girl to keep at a distance, not to use as a role model:
"There could have been for Miss Eckhart a little opening wedge-a
crack in the door.... But if I had been the one to see it open,
[Cassie] thought slowly, I might have slammed it tight for ever. I
might" (308).
When Cassie first hears Virgie playing Fur Elise, she is trying on
different kinds of make-up and tie-dyeing a scarf in preparation for a
date, and also thinking of what clothes she will take to college with
her music scholarship in the fall. She instinctively seeks to place as
much distance as possible between her success and the unfashionable
nonconformity of Miss Eckhart and Virgie: "Cassie edged back to the
window, while her heart sank, praying that she would not catch sight
of Virgie Rainey or, especially, that Virgie Rainey would not catch
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sight of her" (286). When Cassie finally goes to the window at the
end of the story and sees Miss Eckhart being dragged away, she rec
ognizes her only by her slim ankles, the one conventionally "femi
nine" and fashionable feature about her that had always been praised
(324). At that moment she also sympathizes with her plight and
blames herself, Virgie, and all Morgana for forcing her into being a
Medusa. Cassie calls it cruelly "placing" her: "People saw things like
this as they saw Mr. Maclain come and go. They only hoped to place
them, in their hour or their street or the name of their mothers'
people. Then Morgana could hold them, and at last they were this
and they were that" (325). 19
Even though "June Recital" is narrated using a third-person, "om
niscient" voice, that voice, like Cassie herself, actually contains mul
tiple intonations and inflections; it hardly represents a single perspec
tive. We need only listen carefully to the story's narration to discern
its hidden dissonances-the same kind of dissonances that are present
in phrases like "Miss Snowdie Maclain" and "Virgie Rainey, Danke
schoen." On one level, we can pick out the self-satisfied voice of Mor
gana (and Cassie at her most conventional) through the narrator's
purported omniscience: "Perhaps nobody wanted Virgie Rainey to be
anything in Morgana any more than they wanted Miss Eckhart to be,
and they were the two of them still linked together by people's saying
that. How much might depend on people's being linked together?
Even Miss Snowdie [Maclain] had a little harder time than she had
had already with Ran and Scooter, her bad boys, by being linked with
roomers and music lessons and Germans" (306).
On another level, this passage reveals that even Cassie herself is
fascinated with what social ostracism may bring, largely against her
will: in asking "how much might depend on people's being linked
together?" she reluctantly takes the first steps towards questioning
Morgana's self-righteous judgments. The tone of such a question (not
to mention its dangerous implications) stands in dissonant contrast to
the more self-righteous inflection of the next sentence, pursing its lips
in disdain over "roomers and music lessons and Germans." The nar
rator's voice throughout "June Recital" thus functions as a kind
of tragic (or tragicomic) chorus, commenting upon the tragic pro
tagonist's story from the periphery and acting as a spokesperson for
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society's most widely shared points of view. As in Greek tragedy it is
the tragic protagonist's fate to expose the threatening divisions and
dissonances-what Bakhtin calls "heteroglossia"-within the suppos
edly unified voice of the chorus.20
Is it merely a coincidence that the tragic stories of Ran and Eugene
in The Golden Apples are presented "directly," focusing on their
points of view, whereas Miss Eckhart's is not? Welty of course had
presented directly the story of a woman's inner torment before, using
a guilty monologue in a story like "Why I Live at the P.O." and a
third person narrator who restricted herself to the point of view of the
protagonist in "Clytie." Welty surely could intend the elaborate dis
tancing techniques of "June Recital" merely to contrast with the
stream-of-consciousness in Ran's and Eugene's narratives-such vari
ety works well for the balance of The Golden Apples as a whole, after
all. Yet her decision to create an "outside" rather than "inside" nar
rative underlines the contrasting patterns of behavior in her male and
female tragic characters: men wander, women are confined. Ran
Maclain and Tom Harris ("The Hitch-Hikers") try to flee a society
that they see as being governed by oppressive maternal presences,
whereas Welty's tragic heroines from Clytie to Old Addie to Miss Eck
hart are imprisoned within the walls of their society's expectations,
able to subvert them secretly, perhaps, but still forced to remain their
prisoner. Such dramatically different fates conform to the different
stereotypes that govern the society that Welty depicts. Men are ex
pected to be independent, even though such "freedom" may be
achieved merely by negating all forms of human sympathy, while
women are expected to sacrifice themselves for others, even though
such a form of responsibility may result in imprisoning the self entirely
within conventional roles. The stereotypes of male self-indulgence
and female self-sacrifice are ultimately just as constricting, admittedly;
Tom Harris or Ran Maclain in their motel rooms are no less prisoners
of their psyches than Miss Eckhart is when she shuts herself up in her
"airless" (285) studio with her piano to bum the house down. Yet the
dramatic ironies of these confinements are not equivalent and portray
the distinct ways in which male and female stereotypes wound Welty's
tragic characters. If both Welty's male and female tragic heroes are
imprisoned, therefore, her men are trapped within the illusion of their
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freedom, their belief that they may erase their identities and start
over, whereas her women are trapped within the illusion of their guilt,
their belief that their inner as well as outer selves are monstrous. The
different forms of third-person narrative and first-person monologue
that Welty chose for "June Recital" and "The Whole World Knows"
ably dramatize the gender difference she perceives in the genre of
tragedy.
One element does unite Welty's male and female tragic heroes: they
experience no recognition scene, at least in the classic sense. Unlike,
say, the recognition by Oedipus that the entire identity that he has
constructed as Oedipus the King is a delusion, no such moment of
self-knowledge is experienced by Miss Eckhart, Ran Maclain, Clytie,
Howard, or Tom Harris. They remain caught within their delusions
and their hubris-just on the verge of uncovering the sources of their
torment, but never doing so. Her tragic characters are forced to en
dure forever the "wandering" of their souls that leads them into the
darkest parts of their psyches. Their experience is analogous to Oedi
pus' first inkling that he may be guilty:
0 dear Jocasta,
as I hear this from you, there comes upon me
a wandering of the soul-I could run mad. (II. 725-27)

Unlike Oedipus, they are never able to "bear witness" (l. 1384)
against themselves or against their society. The blinding insight of the
recognition scene is experienced not by the hero and only partially by
the "chorus." The burden of its meanings lies predominantly on us,
the audience. Only we are able to bear witness to the tragedy's causes.
"June Recital" brings to a culmination all of Welty's earlier stories
about women who become mad. Like Mrs. Larkin, Mrs. Marblehall,
Clytie, and the two women in "A Visit of Charity," Miss Eckhart has
had to imprison an inner self that society has refused to accommodate.
The many earlier descriptions of obsessive activity within enclosed
spaces, of anger, fire, hidden voices, and the terrifying face of mad
ness, all resurface to stunning effect in "June Recital." Of all the sto
ries that analyze the social causes of these nightmares, "June Recital"
is by far the most detailed and ambitious. We see her despair grow
with heartbreaking clarity, are forced to trace its sources and consider
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how its example influences the next generation of women in Mor
gana-the Cassie Morrisons and Virgie Raineys. Above all, in "June
Recital" we hear that woman's potentially subversive inner voice in
all its power.
One summer morning, a sudden storm had rolled up ....
Miss Eckhart, without saying what she was going to do, poked her
finger solidly along the pile of music on top of the piano, pulled out a
piece [a sonata by Beethoven), and sat down on her own stool....
The piece was so hard that she made mistakes and repeated to correct
them, so long and stirring that it soon seemed longer than the day itself
had been, and in playing it Miss Eckhart assumed an entirely different
face.
... The face could have belonged to someone else-not even to a
woman necessarily. It was the face a mountain could have, or what
might be seen behind the veil of a waterfall.There in the rainy light it
was a sightless face, one for music only.... And if the sonata had an
origin in a place on earth, it was the place where Virgie, even, had
never been and was not likely ever to go. (300- 1) 21
Miss Eckhart's-and Morgana's-tragedies are that such inner energy
must remain "veiled"; its restless authority frightens her students, the
townspeople, and even herself.
Miss Eckhart's former pupil Cassie Morrison may for the most part
see her stereotypically in "June Recital," but she does have moments
in the story when she understands her inner life and feels the attrac
tion of its power. When she returns from a date later that night after
the fire has been put out and Miss Eckhart taken away to the insane
asylum, she has a vision of Miss Eckhart's face rising before her in the
window, watching her. The last sentences of the story move from
Cassie's conscious thoughts of Miss Eckhart's to her unconscious ones:
"She slept, but sat up in bed once and said aloud, 'Because a fire was
in my head. ' Then she fell back unresisting. She did not see except in
dreams that a face looked in:; that it was the grave, unappeased, and
radiant face, once more and always, the face that was in the poem"
(330). Like the face of the faery that captures Aengus' heart in the
Yeats poem, this face forever haunts the viewer after it is seen, but it
is monstrous as well as beautiful, "unappeased" and mad. Its radiance
suggests inner power but also inner torment-the face of Miss Eckhart
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inside the burning house with her hair on fire (322). (Compare the
Mary Elizabeth Coleridge poem on a similar subject, used as an epi
graph to this section.) The disturbing memory of Miss Eckhart is thus
buried within her female pupils and may surface even when they are
acting most conventionally, as Cassie is through most of the story. It
is also not mer�ly a memory of their teacher but, even more disturb
ingly, of another "voice" that Miss Eckhart tried to teach them to
have, a voice that they have all partially or wholly suppressed in order
to blend their voices into the chorus of their society.
In the stories considered in the next chapter, the heroines at last
are able to come to terms with the veiled image of the Medusa that
has haunted so many of Welty's strong heroines. They become Perseus
figures as well as Medusa figures: that is, they learn to control or limit
society's ability to cast a rebellious woman as a Medusa. Comedies
rather than tragedies, these stories do feature recognition scenes, but
unlike the recognition scenes of tragedy, they reveal sources for a new
identity rather than the causes that destroyed the old. Their rebellious
protagonists are at least partially accepted as role models for their com
munities, not treated as monsters or scapegoats. Thus they begin to
build with their own force of will and imagination "a place on earth"
where power such as Miss Eckhart's can survive.

